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Foreword

Foreword

This document represents the results of the Thought Leadership Forum “VoIP—Finally Driving
Change?” conducted on September 14, 2004 in Rüschlikon/Zurich. The Forum gathered
together key opinion leaders and stakeholders from across the telecom industry and business
community to discuss, strategize and debate on the impact of VoIP for the traditional telecoms
and corporate communications. 

Why the Thought Leadership Forum?
First Tuesday Zurich’s Thought Leadership Forums are a new way of looking at key strategic
issues for business and society. We have looked to the power of independence and diversity, of
different viewpoints debating the same issues, as an important tool to generate new insights and
solve problems. In this world of increasing specialization, which is more than offset by escalating
connections and globalization, our best chance for insight is often not individual or isolated
experts, but through networks. Networks comprised of experienced professionals matched up
with those with fresh perspectives can work together to create knowledge and intelligence that
would be inaccessible in isolation. We have worked to build an effective methodology and format
that is powerful, intense, interactive, and extremely efficient. We view the Thought Leadership
Forum as a dynamic format to share ideas, push the boundaries, and create new insights.

The Issue

What exactly is VoIP? VoIP stands
for Voice over Internet Protocol and
is a way of transmitting voice using
the language of the Internet—i.e.
protocols. VoIP circumvents phone
networks by carrying calls over high-
speed Internet connections. It
converts our “analog” voices into
digital packets that, hopping from
node to node, get sent to their
destination, where they are
reassembled and converted back to
an analog form that can be
comprehended by our ears and
brains. Since its inception, it has fueled talk about disintermediation of the traditional telecom
carriers, yet it has until recently remained a marginal phenomenon. But times are changing. VoIP
is gaining momentum.
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In the last couple of years, major corporations have announced that they are converting their
networks to VoIP (IDC estimates that business usage of VoIP is growing at 71 percent per year);
Skype and other “free” service providers have recruited millions of users; technology
manufacturers are heavy into supplying VoIP gear; and telecom and cable operators have started
offering VoIP services, in some cases with very aggressive targets.

Governments too are taking VoIP seriously. The UK’s telecommunications regulatory agency,
Ofcom, just recently gave VoIP its own prefix. In the US, the FCC holds a favorable view of VoIP
and wants to see it succeed. On the other hand, traditional carriers aggressively push for VoIP
to be regulated like any other telcommunications provider. At stake are billions of dollars of tax
revenues for governments, not to mention an entire industry, as not only traditional telcos but also
mobile operators, see streams of revenue from voice communication lost to VoIP service
providers. At present, VoIP doesn't work easily and is only now beginning to mature. But there
is little doubt that VoIP is a disruptive technology and its potential is nearly unlimited. 

What threats and opportunities does VoIP present to traditional telecommunications companies?
What are the benefits and costs for corporations? What new services and technologies will VoIP
enable and what are the major obstacles blocking its acceptance and adoption by customers?
These were just some of the questions posed during the evening. Though we were not able to
answer all of them, we were able to raise awareness of VoIP and get corporate users thinking
about its impact for their business both now and in the future.

The Format

Equipped with computer notebooks, Thought Leaders and audience members, were able to enter
comments and questions in real-time during the program. Feedback was monitored, filtered, and
submitted to the Forum Moderator, Bruno Giussani by First Tuesday staff, in order to enhance
the participation of the audience and fuel the evening’s discussion. 
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Thought Leaders also lead their groups in a series of workshop exercises, designed to identify
the key threats and opportunities posed by VoIP for both the telecoms sector and business.
Workshop results showed there was consensus that VoIP offers many benefits to the consumer and
corporate user including increased mobility and productivity. Participants also agreed that VoIP
will eventually replace legacy systems, although there was significant disparity on when that will
happen.

The Results

The results of the entire forum program including thought leader interviews, commissioned
research, keynote speeches, panel discussions, and workshop sessions can all be found in
subsequent pages in this book.

Special Thanks

First Tuesday would like to thank our knowledge partners at PricewaterhouseCoopers for their
generous support of this Thought Leadership Forum. We would also like to thank those partners
whose resources we used to help capture the insights and results from the forum. They include
groupVision, who provided the meeting support software, IBM who provided additional computers
for use by the audience, and Mindgraphic for the visual summary of the evening.

We would also like to extend a grateful thanks to all our knowledge providers. They include
Evalueserve, who provided the industry background research as well as all the Thought Leaders
who helped in leading the exercises and capturing and presenting the knowledge from their own
discussion groups. The high quality of the results is a testament to their efforts.

Finally, we would like to thank Bruno Giussani, forum moderator, for his pre-forum insight as well
as for skillfully guiding us through the discussion throughout the evening.
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Frank Dederichs Head of Strategy & Business Development, Swisscom Fixnet

Maarten De Wit Principal, DiamondCluster International
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Mark Helfenstein General Manager, Cisco Systems Switzerland GmbH
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Stefan Luder Head of Digital Phone Product Management, Cablecom GmbH

Thomas F. Marfurt Managing Director, Nortel Networks AG Switzerland 

Stefan Mayer Euronet Manager, Global IT Sourcing, Zurich Financial Services

Stefan Meier CEO, e-fon GmbH

Lars Reichelt Managing Director, RA Ltd.

Keynote Presentations:

Jeff Bonforte President, SIPphone, Inc., San Diego, USA
Clay Shirky Author & Adjunct Professor, New York University, USA

Moderator:

Bruno Giussani Journalist and 2004 Knight Fellow, Stanford University, USA

Facilitator:
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Beat Aeschlimann
Head of Marekting & Sales, Monzoon Networks AG 

As Head of Marketing and Sales at Monzoon Networks AG Beat Aeschlimann is
responsible for all hotspots and roaming relationships as well as the promotion of
Monzoon’s own products. As Monzoon is mainly acting as a wholesale provider,
he is strongly engaged in developing business partnerships.

Beat Aeschlimann started his career with an apprenticeship at UBS, before he changed into information
technology and completed his education in economy and marketing. Since that time, he has worked as
Internal Sales Manager for autronic ag and Sales Channel Manager in the field of Electronic Commerce
Solutions for Swisscom AG.

Armin Blum
Head of Fixed Networks and Universal Service, Fed. Office for Communication
(BAKOM)

Armin Blum has more than two decades experience in telecommunications.
Following his engineering studies he worked for six years at Philips AG in Zurich
in the area of computer operating systems and networks. Afterwards, he moved
to the research department of the former Telecom PTT in Bern where he lead the

research group responsible for the introduction of the first packet switched data networks based on the
X.25 standard.

In 1992, as an experienced expert in digital telecommunications technologies, he started at BAKOM and
took on the first regulatory tasks of the new body, namely the technical and administrative regulations for
the newly liberalised terminal equipment market. Since 1998 he leads the section Fixed Network Services
and Universal Service which is responsible for the registration, licensing and oversight of
telecommunication service providers, in particular the universal service licensee Swisscom.

Thanks to his technical experience and regulatory activities, Armin Blum possesses an extremely up-to-
date view of the technological developments in the telecommunications market. He is confronted daily with
the needs of providers and consumers of telecommunication services and is responsible for the
implementation of the legal framework as well as its adaptation to the constantly changing market situation.
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Jeff Bonforte
President, SIPphone Inc.

Jeff Bonforte has eleven years of high tech experience and seven years
experience in management and consulting to the world’s largest corporations. He
also has five years of technology startup experience as founder of i-drive, formerly
the web’s leading online storage service.

Mr. Bonforte has raised over $30mm in venture funding and grew i-drive from 0 to 100+ employees. He
has extensive connections in the Internet, venture, entertainment and tech industry and is a recognized
technology evangelist and pundit.

Today, Jeff Bonforte is the President of SIPphone, one of the most popular Voice over IP standards.

Rene Burgener
VP Business Channel, Orange

Rene Burgener has spent several years in the telecommunications and computer
industry. He was the co-founder of PLUSNET AG, the first private Telecom
Service Provider in Switzerland, which was merged later with Sunrise netcom
services / NewTelco AG. Within sunrise, Rene Burgener and his team were
responsible for the full range of internet services, such as free internet-access

and Sunrise ADSL. In 2002, Rene was appointed Vice President of the Business Channel in Orange
Communications, Switzerland. As the president of the Swiss Private Telecom Provider Association (VIT),
Rene engaged actively with the discussions about the governmental directions on liberalisation, on
internet liabilities as well as on last-mile and interconnection matters.

Rene Burgener has a technical background and holds a federal degree for Sales- and Marketing-
Management. Rene is married, and he is very interested in tennis, downhill skiing, book reading, KOI
carps (Japanese color fishes) and all new marketing issues.
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Frank Dederichs
Head of Strategy and Business Development, Swisscom Fixnet Wholesale

After finishing his doctoral thesis in computer science, Frank Dederichs started
his career in telecommunications as a development engineer with Siemens in
Munich. In 1994, when the telecom liberalisation slowly started, he took a position
with VIAG AG, a German utility conglomerate, setting up VIAG INTERKOM, a
joint venture with BT and alternative carrier in the German marketplace. He

became Head of Network Planning of INTERKOM, and watched the company grow from 150 to more
than 3000 employees. 

In 2000, Frank joined Swisscom. In his current position he is responsible for the wholesale business
strategy as well as for the technical network strategy of Swisscom Fixnet.

Frank is married, has two children and lives with his family in Meikirch near Bern. 

Maarten De Wit
Principal, DiamondCluster International

Mr. De Wit is a highly experienced consultant with deep expertise in mobile
communications. He has developed and implemented growth strategies for
multiple clients, from equipment manufacturers to mobile operators. His
assignments have ranged from corporate strategy formulation (M&A, commercial
and technology) to occupying executive level interim management positions.

Recently, Maarten De Wit was involved in a high profile mobile operator start-up in Switzerland where he
played a decisive role in the development and prototyping of a number of groundbreaking service
concepts.

Prior to his work with DiamondCluster, Maarten De Wit was with General Electric (GE) working in various
functions, last as Manager Finance Europe for a business unit of GE.

Maarten De Wit is based in the Barcelona office but has been assisting clients in Switzerland on a
continuous basis since 1999.
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Kevin Findlay
Director, Menlo Park Europe (UK), PricewaterhouseCoopers

Kevin is a Director with the Menlo Park Europe Technology Team and is responsible
for electronics, semiconductors and advanced technologies. Kevin has over 14
years experience in the Semiconductor, IT and Software industries and advises
technology companies and venture capitalists on strategy and technology
trends. Kevin has performed numerous technology due diligences in advanced

materials, semiconductor and embedded software sectors.

Kevin holds a PhD in Low Cost Stereo CMOS Machine Vision Architectures, an MSC in Computer
Science and a BSc (Hons.) in Electronics. All these degrees were from the University of Edinburgh.
From his time in Munich, Kevin speaks fluent German and has a number of publications.

After his PhD Kevin held a Guest Scientist position with Siemens/Infineon Microelectronics Electronics
and Telecommunications Centre in Munich. There he designed high speed Silicon Germanium fibre-
optic circuits. Other freelance positions included IT technical architecture and project management
positions with the Royal Bank of Scotland, BP Exploration and NCR Financial Services ATM section.
During his PhD, Kevin also worked with VLSI Vision Ltd. (now part of ST Microelectronics) developing
software and hardware for CMOS camera sensors.

Bruno Giussani
Writer & 2004 Knight Fellow, Stanford University

Bruno Giussani is a Swiss writer and a 2004 Knight Fellow at the Department of
Communication of Stanford University, California. He is a contributor to numerous
publications in Europe and the United States and the author of "Roam: Making Sense
Of The Wireless Internet" (Random House, 2002). 

He is a former European Internet Columnist for the New York Times and a former Head of Online Strategy
at the World Economic Forum.
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Mark Helfenstein
General Manager, Cisco Systems (Switzerland) GmbH

Before joining Cisco Systems as General Manager, Mark Helfenstein held
various positions at XIMT, Compaq, Bay Networks and Nortel Networks,
starting his career as a Systems Engineer for Hewlett-Packard. From the
very beginning, Mark was engaged in projects at the crossing of IT,
Telecommunications and Networks, and was involved in the development of the

first LANs and WANs in Switzerland. 

Mark holds a diploma of electrical engineering from HTL Lucerne and industrial engineering STV. He is on
the board of the Swiss Information and Communications Technology Association SICTA and an IMD
alumni. Mark has two daughters and likes sports, as well as enjoying good food along with his family and
friends.

Felix Honold
Co-Founder, e-fon GmbH 

Felix Honold has almost 20 years of experience in the IT and Telcom industries.
After working for several IT companies including Hewlett-Packard Switzerland
and ICME International, he founded in 1996 his own IT consulting company
innovateIT AG, where he has been working for major Swiss and international
Finance and Telecom companies. 

After consulting Telecom companies for many years he decided in early 2004 to set up and co-manage
e-fon GmbH, a Swiss based VoIP Service provide, which has been operating successfully since early
June 2004. Within the management team, Felix is responsible for Strategy and Finance. 

Felix Honold holds two University degrees, one in Electronic Engineering from ETH Zurich and one in
Economics from the University of Zurich.
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Roland Kästli
Manager, Network Services, IBM Global Services

Since 2001, Roland Kästli is responsible for the networking business of IBM
Global Services in Switzerland. He is leading the repositioning of IBM as a major
player in the Swiss market after fundamental changes of the corporate strategy
at the end of 1999. In his prior position, he started up IBM’s e-business hosting
services offering. He joined IBM as Sales for IBM Global Network in 1996.

Before joining IBM he was member of the senior management team of an SME company.

He holds diplomas in Electronic Engineering from the Interstate University of Applied Sciences of
Technology NTB Buchs, and in Management of SME Enterprises “KMU HSG” from the University
St.Gallen.

He lives with his family in Embrach, Switzerland.

Stefan Luder
Head of Digital Phone Product Management, cablecom GmbH

Stefan Luder joined cablecom in 2000 and was one of the architects of the voice
over cable proposition, launched as digital phone in the Swiss consumer market
earlier this year. Today he is responsible for the P&L of the digital phone consumer
business. Prior to cablecom he held several management positions in R&D and
marketing for Ascom and Swisscom mobile, most recently as Head of Product

Management Mobile, where he was responsible for several key strategic projects in the GSM area.

Stefan Luder graduated from the ETH Zurich Engineering department, and holds a degree in Marketing
Management. He lives with his family near Herzogenbuchsee, Switzerland.
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Thomas F. Marfurt
Managing Director, Nortel Networks AG Switzerland 

Thomas F. Marfurt is currently the Managing Director at Nortel Networks AG
Switzerland, a position he has held for the past 10 years. Prior to joining Nortel,
Marfurt was Managing Director for Datelec AG (DimensionData in Switzerland),
a LAN/WLAN network engineering firm, and an Account Manager for Atek
Electronics, makers of computer accessories and cables. 

Marfurt holds a degree in Electronic Engineering and an MBA from the University of Boston, USA.

Stefan Mayer
EuroNet Account Manager, Global IT Sourcing, Zurich Financial Services

For the last six years Stefan Mayer has been working for Zurich Financial
Services (ZFS) as part of the IT-Management team. During this time he has
headed the IT-Security and, the last three years, the application development and
operations department.

Since April 2004, he is responsible for the outsourced network in the seven European countries (CH, GE,
UK, SP, AT, IT, PT) and part of the global IT sourcing management as member of the executive staff of ZFS.

Before joining ZFS, Stefan Mayer had worked over 5 years for Swiss Bank Corporation in the security,
network and operating systems area.

Stefan Mayer has a strong background in technical IT and holds a degree in computer science from ETH
Zurich.
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Lars P. Reichelt
Managing Director, RA Ltd.

Lars P. Reichelt is Managing Director of RA Ltd. – advisors in wireless
technologies. RA advises companies in, or on the fringes of, the wireless space
on entry and growth strategies, branding, marketing & sales, as well as
technology and IT issues.

Prior to RA, Lars was CEO of Telefonica 3G Mobile, holder of the fourth mobile license in Switzerland. 

Before joining Telefonica, Lars worked at Yahoo! Europe, where he was in charge of all wireless activities
of Yahoo! in Europe.

Lars began his career in the wireless industry as a consultant at Monitor Company, a strategy consulting
firm, consulting to AT&T, Airtouch, Unisource in Europe and the US. 

Lars is an alumnus of Hochschule St. Gallen in Switzerland, is married to a Swede and father of two
daughters.
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Clay Shirky
Author & Adjunct Professor, New York University

Mr. Shirky divides his time between consulting, teaching, and writing on the social
and economic effects of Internet technologies. His consulting practice is focused
on the rise of decentralized technologies such as peer-to-peer, web services, and
wireless networks that provide alternatives to the wired client/server
infrastructure that characterizes the Web. Current clients include Nokia, GBN,

the Library of Congress, the Highlands Forum, the Markle Foundation, and the BBC. 

In addition to his consulting work, Mr. Shirky is an adjunct professor in NYU's graduate Interactive
Telecommunications Program (ITP), where he teaches courses on the interrelated effects of social and
technological network topology – how our networks shape culture and vice-versa. His current course,
Social Weather, examines the cues we use to understand group dynamics in online spaces and the
possible ways of improving user interaction by redesigning our social software to better reflect the
emergent properties of groups.

Mr. Shirky graduated from Yale College with a degree in art, and prior to falling in love with the internet,
he worked as a theater director and designer in New York. His company, Hard Place Theater, staged “non-
fiction theater”, theatrical collages of found documents. 
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Interview – Thought Leader

> Kevin Findlay, Director, Menlo Park Europe (UK), PriceWaterhouse Coopers

At PWC you don't publish your annual “Technology Forecast” anymore.
So let's try to summarize it in a paragraph: what is the current stage of
development of VoIP?
We are still in the age of unexpressed
potential. It is one of those things that is going
to happen, the question is “when?”. There are
still key issues to be worked out, such as

business models and regulatory environments and security. One
thing is sure: all the big operators knew that VoIP was coming,
they're not being caught by surprise. Startups cannot say that
the big guys are slow-moving, because they [the big operators] are all active in VoIP, targeting
the corporations, suggesting the replacement of PBX switches with VoIP products. This will
be a slow process, because companies don't replace PBX switches that often, but when they
do they will obviously move to VoIP. 

What about the startups themselves?
I would like them to tell me how they plan to make money. I am sure that there is a lot of money
in “free” services, but I haven't heard yet how you extract it consistently.

How do you see the consumer market for VoIP?
That's a high-growth market. Lots of opportunities there.

Do you sense anxiety in the telecom sector?
There is anxiety, but it is not only tied to VoIP. It is provoked by the many changes that have been
happening and are happening to this industry: changing billing formats, mobile telephony,
ubiquitous Wi-Fi, WiMax, you name them. These are companies that used to have 20-plus-years
outlooks and now they are confronted with a major change in technology or business model
every few months. They are still in an incredibly powerful position, of course: they control the
last-mile networks and the numbering. If they can adapt to subscription-based models such as
those for broadband, I think they can be very successful.

Is the old telephone system going to disappear completely?
No. That's why we keep seeing so many PBX switches sold. There are differences among
markets, but old networks will remain. And the industry is making sure that the new systems
are backwards-compatible.

Pricing and cost differential seems to be a big motivation for
VoIP adoption, but the flexibility and the possibility to develop
new features and services seems at least as important. Do you
have any insights on what those services may be?
Not really, other than obvious things such as CRM and call-
centers. Don't forget that VoIP is voice, and that the killer

application will remain voice, for a very long time. Therefore, other features will be built on top
of that. Also, people don't want to boot up their PCs to make a phone call. They want a piece
of hardware that does just that and that's always on—like a plain old telephone. 
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01. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Voice over IP (VoIP) has been viewed as a disruptive technology ever since its inception. VoIP
began as the result of work done by some hobbyists in Israel in 1995 when only PC-to-PC
communication was available. By 1998, VoIP took off with a number of entrepreneurs setting up
gateways to allow first PC-to-Phone and later Phone-to-Phone connections. In recent years, the
VoIP technology has registered tremendous growth owing to its superior cost advantages. 

VoIP continues to enjoy significant growth. Research from Synergy Research Group estimates
that the worldwide enterprise IP telephony market grew about 75 percent in the second quarter
of 2004 to USD 728 million, up from USD 414.7 million the same quarter last year. 

The key drivers fuelling the growth trend in VoIP sales are:
• Cost savings
• Simplification of existing networks or Server consolidation i.e. the ability of an enterprise 

to deploy and manage IP telephony systems and applications centrally using survivable 
gateways in remote locations. This enables branch offices of various businesses to enjoy 
the same features and functionality as users at headquarters, unlike traditional telephony 
deployments where each branch's system had limited functionality. 

• Productivity gains for Enterprises and the value added services provided by VoIP
• Mobility features 

Evolution in VoIP space can be categorized in the following three phases: 
1. Provision of Basic (low-cost/low-quality) VoIP
2. Provision of Toll-quality VoIP
3. Provision of VoIP with value-added data services

VoIP's impact is expected to be more profound than that of either fixed telephony or the Internet,
primarily because it enables the convergence of both these revolutionary technologies.

However, the following are the key barriers in full convergence to IP telephony:
1. Quality of Service (QoS)
2. Reliability and Security
3. Risks associated with Public Packet Networks
4. Organisational Barriers to IP telephony

Future extensions in VoIP will include innovative new solutions including conference bridging,
voice/data synchronization, combined real-time and message-based services, text-to-speech
conversion and voice response systems.
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02. EMERGENCE AND EVOLUTION OF VOIP

Voice over IP began as the result of work done by some hobbyists in Israel in 1995 when only
PC-to-PC communication was available. Later in 1995, Vocaltec, Inc. released Internet Phone
Software. By 1998, VoIP took off with a number of entrepreneurs setting up gateways to allow
first PC-to-Phone and later Phone-to-Phone connections. However, in the recent years the
technology has registered tremendous growth.

Figure 1: Evolution of VoIP (1995-2004)

Source: Evalueserve Analysis

2.1 VOIP - A DISRUPTIVE OR AN EVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY

The following table summarises the key features of Disruptive and Evolutionary technologies:

Source: Evalueserve Analysis

Traditional telephone companies viewed VoIP as a disruptive technology. However, these telcos
felt that because of its low quality, VoIP would never gain mass-market penetration. However,
because of improved IP telephony technologies and the need for voice, video and data
networking, traditional telephone companies have started evaluating the efficiency (or
inefficiencies) of their traditional circuit switching networks. Since 1998, traditional telephone
companies have invested in multi-billion dollar upgrades of their circuit-switched networks to be
able to take advantage provided by IP networks. 

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY

• Changes the value proposition and 
structure of the industry

• Underperform established products in 
the mainstream markets

• Exihibit certain features that a particular 
segment of customers finds valuable

• Products based on disruptive technologies 
are typically cheaper, simpler, smaller and 
frequently more convenient to use

• Difficult to apply initially in traditional/ 
established markets

EVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY

• Does not alter the structure and value 
proposition of the industry 

• Typically an extension of the exisitng 
technology

• Compatible with older established 
technologies

• Has established trajectories of product 
performance improvement

1995 1998 2000 2002 2004

VoIP in
research 
stages

VoIP traffic
< 1% of

voice traffic

VoIP traffic
@ 3% of

voice traffic

VoIP traffic
registered

growth rate
of 100%

The Road Ahead

At a recent
speech entitled,

“Disruptive
Technology….

Disruptive
Regulation”, 

the Commissioner
of Federal

Communications
Commission,

Michael J Copps
labelled VoIP as 

a “Disruptive
Technology”.
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Historically, many technologies were underestimated, but then these went on to become
significant successes. Some such examples and the initial septicism about these technologies
are identified in the table below.

Table 1: Initial Response to a few Prominent Disruptive Technologies

Source: www.goofups.com, Goodquotes.com, http://www.schipul.com/en/q/?465 

The above examples showcase the potential of disruptive technologies in leading to a complete
change in their respective industry verticals. Technological innovations can typically have three
phases in their development and their acceptance. 

In the current scenario, VoIP is in a transition phase from a Disruptive technology to a Sustainable
technology. Companies tapping disruptive technologies (in Phase I, see Figure 1) have the
maximum potential of generating high revenues. VoIP’s acceptance has been increasing with
time. Combined with a shorter window of opportunity, VoIP needs to be captured soon, to reap
maximum benefits.

Technology

Telephone

Airplane

Personal
Computers

Oil Exploration

Company

Western Union

Royal Society

HP and Atari

NA

Famous quotes

“This 'telephone' has too many shortcomings to be seriously
considered as a means of communication. The device is inherently
of no value to us” -- Western Union internal memo, 1876.

“Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible.” -- Lord Kelvin,
president, Royal Society, 1895.

“So we went to Atari and said, 'Hey, we've got this amazing thing,
even built with some of your parts, and what do you think about
funding us? Or we'll give it to you. We just want to do it. Pay our
salary, we'll come work for you.' And they said, 'No.' So then we
went to Hewlett-Packard, and they said, 'Hey, we don't need you.
You haven't got through college yet” -- Apple Computer Inc.
founder Steve Jobs on attempts to get Atari and H-P interested in
his and Steve Wozniak's personal computer.

“Drill for oil? You mean drill into the ground to try and find oil?
You're crazy.” -- Drillers whom Edwin L. Drake tried to enlist in his
project to drill for oil in 1859.
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Figure 2: Growth vs. Reward Analysis of Any New Technology

Source: Evalueserve Analysis

2.2 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS DRIVING THE GROWTH OF VOIP 

The VoIP industry has low barriers to entry primarily due to the economics of providing the service
and a largely unregulated environment. Further, the window of opportunity is shrinking for new
technologies. It has taken about 120 years for the telephone to attain 94 percent penetration,
while Internet reached 25 percent penetration in approximately 10 years. Skype, a peer-to-peer
VoIP calling software has already acquired almost 10 million users among the 600 million users
of Internet, within 12 months of its launch in August 2003.

The primary reasons for the growth of VoIP are the inherent advantages offered by this
technology including:

• Short-to-medium term price arbitrage – by using IP telephony, an operator avoids paying 
interconnect charges, that are usually applicable on a call placed using circuit switched 
calling facility.

• Economics of the technology: a circuit switched call takes up approximately 64 Kbps of 
data, while a similar call made on IP telephony would take 6-8 Kbps of data.

• Value added services – IP telephony has the potential to enable many value added 
services such as IP multicast conferencing, telephony distance learning applications 
and voice web browsing.

Growth

Time

Natural limit of a technology
Minimum Returns

Maximum Returns

Phase III

Phase II

Phase I

Slow finish

Minimum knowledge
of technology potential

Acceptance & Max. Growth

Initial doubters like
Christensen for VoIP

VoIP in
transition

stage
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• Cost Reduction. Flat rate long distance pricing is available with the Internet and can result 
in considerable savings for both voice and facsimile (at least currently). The sharing of 
equipment and operations costs across both data and voice users can also improve 
network efficiency, since excess bandwidth on one network can be used by the other, 
thereby creating economies of scale for voice services (especially given the rapid growth 
in data traffic). 

• Simplification of existing networks: An integrated infrastructure that supports all forms of 
communication allows more standardization and reduces the total equipment complement. 
This combined infrastructure can support bandwidth optimization and a fault tolerant design. 
The differences between the traffic patterns of voice and data offer further opportunities for 
significant efficiency improvements. 

• Consolidation of resources: Since end-nodes are one of the most significant cost elements 
in a network, any opportunity to combine operations, to eliminate points of failure, and to 
consolidate accounting systems is beneficial. In the enterprise, SNMP-based management 
can be provided for both voice and data services using VoIP. Universal use of the IP 
protocols for all applications holds out the promise of both reduced complexity and more 
flexibility. Related facilities such as directory services and security services may be more 
easily shared. 

Further, an increase in broadband penetration and Wi-Fi usage is likely to provide a thrust to the
growth of VoIP, as discussed below:

• WiFi Technology: The combination of VoIP and Wi-Fi is very beneficial for corporates, as 
this combination provides a common infrastructure for corporate communication. Wi-Fi 
networks make use of IP technology, which makes these networks an ideal fit for VoIP 
telephony applications. The synergy between VoIP and Wi-Fi technologies makes wireless 
voice applications less expensive, and easier to install and maintain. The increasing 
penetration of Wi-Fi, and the emergence of new SIP capable Wi-Fi devices, has brought 
the necessary mobility required for VoIP usage.

• Increase in broadband adoption: High speed Internet access is a prerequisite for effectively 
using the VoIP services. An increase in broadband penetration enables an increase in the 
penetration of VoIP services. Over last few years, widespread broadband adoption and 
other reliable high-data-rate technologies have improved the sound quality of VoIP, which 
has contributed to the success of VoIP.

As a result of the above-mentioned drivers, various telecommunication companies are
increasingly offering VoIP. For example, in the US alone, there are many companies that are
offering VoIP services and these include companies that are have been operators of the
conventional circuit switching, such as AT&T, Bell South, MCI, Sprint, T-Mobile. 

2.2.1 Examples of Companies that have Launched VoIP Services 
VoIP services are typically provided by either traditional telecos (e.g. AT&T) or specialized VoIP
players (Skype). The following figure provides segmentation of market by VoIP service providers
and VoIP equipment manufacturers.
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Figure 3: VoIP Players by Service Providers and Equipment Manufacturers

Source: Evalueserve Analysis

The following table provides examples of prominent companies that have launched VoIP services.

Source: Evalueserve Analysis

COMPANY

Quintum 
Technologies

Cisco 
Systems

NetCentrex

Skype

KPN

REGION

North America 
and Europe

Worldwide

Europe

Europe

Netherlands

TYPE

Equipment
manufacturer

Equipment
manufacturer

Equipment
manufacturer

Service 
provider

Service 
provider

DESCRIPTION

Their equipments are used by many service providers across
US and Europe. Some of the customers include Acropolis
Telecom, e-Quarter GS, Ipercom, Newtechtelecom, Plannet
VoIP International LLC and Top Satellite.

The company provides VoIP equipment, with main clients being
Acropolis Telecom, GlobalTransit, Newtechtelecom, Ontus and
Innovanetz GmbH.

The company is a VoIP equipment provider in Europe and has
over 250 customers worldwide including Comunitel, Equant,
France Telecom, FastWeb, Inclarity, Telecom Italia, Telefonica
Deutschland.

An application service provider, it offers secure and end-to-end
encryption using P2P, instant messaging model, to the users
across the world. To date, Skype has 20.3 Mn1 downloads.
Skype also has partnerships with Siemens and Plantronics.

The company has a network extending across business and
financial centres across Europe. The ISP services are provided
in collaboration with other carriers.

IP Desk Phone IP Soft Phone IP WLAN Phone
IP Conference

Phone

Soft Switches IP Phone IP PBXMedia Gateway

Enterprise VoIP Residential VoIP 

VoIP Services

VOIP

VoIP Equipment

Carrier
Equipment

End user
Equipment

VoIP Application
Service Provider

VoIP Equipment
Vendor

1. Source: http://www.skype.com/home.html. The figures are as on 25 Aug 2004 
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2.3 KEY SERVICE OFFERINGS 

2.3.1 Emerging Services 
VoIP allows telephonic conversations leveraging the Internet or private corporate data networks
(without using the traditional fixed line or wireless telephony networks). At present, VoIP is
primarily offered as low-cost/low-quality toll bypass service that has had a negligible impact on
the market. However, this situation is changing dramatically with the introduction of high-quality
VoIP services (sometimes bundled with value added Internet based services as well).

Presently, there are various VoIP applications being offered in fixed networks. Some of them are
given below along with the providers and users of these VoIP applications:

Table 2: Prominent VoIP Applications 

Source: Analysys Research

The applications given above can be categorized in following three phases of evolution in VoIP
service offerings. 

1. Provision of Basic (low-cost/low-quality) VoIP 2

2. Provision of Toll-quality VoIP3

3. Provision of VoIP with value-added data services4

Thought Starter

APPLICATION

Wholesale
international toll
bypass

Core network
migration to VoIP 

Corporate voice on
VoIP VPNs

Low-cost voice for
small businesses

VoIP second lines
for residential users

Retail international
toll bypass

Free phone calls on
the Internet

Multimedia
applications 
including VoIP

PROVIDERS

Global operators
with IP networks;
Internet carriers

Not applicable

New carriers; global
carriers (potentially
also incumbents)

Competing retail
carriers

Competing carriers

Calling card
companies; Internet
phone companies

Various Web sites;
hobbyists

New carriers; global
carriers incumbents
systems integrators

USERS

Mobile operators;
corporate users

ILEC and major
CLEC voice carriers

Multinational, multi-
site organisations

Initially multi-site
SMEs

High-end residential
customers and
teleworkers

Expatriates

Students; Internet
enthusiasts

Employees of
corporates

BENEFITS

Avoids high
international prices
charged by
incumbents

Lower cost of core
networks; less
meshing; bandwidth
efficiency

Low voice prices;
efficient bandwidth
utilisation

Free inter-site calls;
maximises benefit of
broadband

Savings on line
rentals; low-cost
calls

Low-cost (but often
poor-quality) calls
home

Free phone calls to
family and friends

Depends on
application
implemented

USERS

Drives down
international prices
and forces
liberalisation

None

Drives down voice
VPN prices

Opens up SME
market to
competition; drives
down prices

Drives down
residential voice
prices

Drives down
international prices

Negligible

Negligible

2. Rows 1, 6 and 7 in Table 2   3. Rows 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Table 2    4. Row 7 in Table 2
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The various implementations of these phases along with the providers, users as well as the
impact of these services on the overall VoIP industry, are discussed below in Table 3.

Table 3: Various VoIP Implementations 

Source: Analysys

The details of these VoIP implementations are discussed below:

2.3.1.1 Low-cost/low-quality VoIP 

ISPs and Internet carriers originally offered VoIP as a toll bypass service. These 
companies used VoIP to undercut the high prices of international toll, and they 
were able to capture a slice of the market constituted by price-sensitive customers, 
such as expatriates and students. As the quality of VoIP services improved, 
smaller businesses started to adopt these services, primarily for inter-site 
international calling. 

2.3.1.2 Toll-quality VoIP 

With voice telephony generating approximately 80 percent of telecoms profits, 
toll-grade voice is expected to become a major revenue earner for new entrants in 
the VoIP market. Moreover, it leads to cost cutting for carriers offering data services, 
it enables these carriers to migrate their traffic on to a single network. 

2.3.1.3 Value-added Data Services 

The decline in voice revenues has sparked interest in service offerings, which 
bundle VoIP with various value-added services. Currently, the development of 
these applications is being driven by the relationship between corporate clients 
and system integrators. As the resulting benefit of this bundling becomes more 
widely appreciated, these services may be tailored to meet the requirements 
of organisations in the SME sector as well. 

Incumbents may regard value-added services as a way of making up for the 
revenues lost as a result of widespread VoIP adoption. However, if new players
particularly the ISPs and system integrators also start offering these services, 
the revenue opportunity may not remain as significant as it presently is. 

VOIP IMPLEMENTATION

LOW COST/LOW
QUALITY

TOLL-QUALITY 

VALUE-ADDED DATA
SERVICES

PROVIDERS

Web sites; Internet
carriers

Entrants (potentially
also incumbents)

Entrants, incumbents,
and ISPs

USERS

Residential

Corporate, then SME,
then residential

Corporate, SME,
residential

IMPACT

Downward pressure on
international tariffs

Erosion of voice
margins

New revenue
opportunities
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2.3.2 Emerging Services
There are many new entrants who are providing new and innovative services in the field of VoIP.
Some of these services are:

1. Skype service: The Skype service uses the peer-to-peer technology of Kazaa5, along with 
the users PC's sound card, to create an Instant Messenger style VoIP application. It is 
based on a proprietary protocol such that it does not interoperate with other services.

2. SIPphone: SIPphone is a stand-alone appliance, which needs to be plugged into the
broadband router. This service is based on the emerging Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), 
such that it can interoperate with other SIP devices as well. 

Further, AT&T is also offering new services to its customers, which includes consumers
advanced call management capabilities as well as provision of other web-based features.

AT&T believes that the VoIP push is meant to target the growing number of broadband Internet
users who are looking to simplify their voice and data communication by running them over one
network.

2.4 VOIP AND LIKELY CHANGES IN THE TELECOM SECTOR 

VoIP is said to be a revolutionary technology, which will change the telecom scenario significantly.
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) chairman Michael Powell believes that VoIP will
alter the world of communications irreversibly. He added “VoIP represents the most significant
paradigm shift in the entire history of modern communications since the invention of the
telephone.”

VoIP's impact is expected to be more profound than that of either fixed telephony or the Internet,
primarily because it enables the convergence of both these revolutionary technologies.

VoIP products have matured over time and as a result, have come a long way from the early
phases of simply delivering IP telephony. The most promising VoIP application is expected to be
in the area of enterprise collaboration, where voice and data applications combine Instant
Messaging, Internet, and videoconferencing. VoIP is likely to be integrated with several corporate
applications as well. As a case in point, ERP is gaining IP telephony capabilities, which is used
in speeding up approvals and in relieving bottlenecks in business processes and workflows. 

Presently, the closest to a killer app is expected to be the IP-based multimedia call centre
technology offering, which merges all customer communications -- including Internet, e-mail,
chat, and voice, enhancing the customer-support experience and allowing the distribution of call-
center staff across geographies. 

2.4.1 Integration of VoIP with Existing Technologies
VoIP can be integrated with a number of existing telecom and Internet technologies to deliver
significant benefits. Some examples illustrating such advantages are discussed below:

5. File-sharing system
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2.4.1.1 Integration of VoIP with PBX Systems 

Traditional pure PBX systems are limited in their service offering capabilities. Some of 
such limitations are:

• Proprietary systems and lack of standards: Traditional telephony suffers from a 
lack of standardization. Vendors use different standards to build a lock-in, thereby 
building customer loyalty. This implies a lack of flexibility, thereby, increasing costs 
and reducing usability. 

• Limited ability to share applications: The proprietary architectures and lack of
standardization, limits the development of new applications and prevents 
application interoperability. Since the disparate platforms do not communicate 
with each other, the users are often required to operate multiple devices for 
using different services.

• Complex administration: Traditional telephony reduces flexibility and mobility, 
thereby increasing administrative costs. Companies incur significant costs in 
shifting systems, and end up having higher response times. 

• Users are tied to a physical location: Due to the above-mentioned factors, traditional 
PBX systems are not able to provide complete and quick mobility to the users. 

As a result, most companies are expected to shift from pure PBX systems to IP PBX 
systems (Integrated VoIP and PBX).

IP PBX systems help in overcoming the above-mentioned limitations inherent in any 
traditional PBX systems. A shift to IP PBX systems is desirable, as it results in the 
following benefits:

• Reduced costs: Apart from lower toll costs, IT departments of various enterprises 
can reduce expenditure on administrative and management complexities. This 
is because IP telephony is based on client-server architecture, which provides 
flexibility in operations.

• Standard and Unified communication platform: IP telephony allows a unified
communication platform. This enables users to access corporate information from 
any device, even from remote locations.

2.4.1.2 Integration of VoIP with Videoconferencing

Traditional buyers of video conferencing equipment have primarily been in niche 
sectors such as health care, education, legal and financial etc. Video conferencing 
has not been able to reach organisations in several other fields, since it is delivered 
over expensive ISDN lines in room-based systems. 

Other disadvantages of traditional video conferencing systems are as follows:

• Management of multiple networks: Most enterprise networks are not ISDN based. 
Therefore, to use ISDN based videoconferencing, organizations are required 
to deploy and manage a separate ISDN network, designed to support this 
specific application.
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• Need for local management: Traditional video conferencing systems were not
designed to support remote management. Therefore, to manage such a system, 
the IT support staff have to be present in the same room as the installed system.

• Availability of ISDN services: ISDN services are not available everywhere. 
This limits the deployment of services that are dependent on such connections.

However, it is believed that an integration of VoIP and video conferencing will lower 
the cost of delivery of voice, video and data over a single network. The use of video
conferencing over VoIP results in various advantages. Some of them are identified 
below:

• Economy of a converged network: Organisations can leverage their existing data 
networks to act as a transport network for IP based video conferencing 
communications, thereby realising significant cost savings. 

• Ability to remotely manage systems: Packet switched networks can be managed 
remotely without a significant number of support staff. Since VoIP systems are 
connected via the packet-switched network, it allows the system to be remotely 
managed. This reduces the administrative hassles in managing a traditional video 
conferencing set up.

Apart from these, VoIP is also being integrated with other existing technologies such as
fax and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).

As is evident from the above-mentioned examples, integration of VoIP with the existing 
communication technologies provides some significant advantages specific to different 

technologies. A few ubiquitous and intrinsic advantages offered by VoIP based 
communication are identified below.

• Significant cost savings due to the converged network, enabling optimum use of 
various resources,

• Reduced administrative hassles due to increased mobility, and
• Ability to manage the system remotely.

2.4.2 Comparison of Costs / Pricing between VoIP and Traditional Fixed and Mobile Models
Since traditional long distance phone providers have a major investment in their switching plants
and linewire, maintaining and updating these networks is a major expense. Typically, these
providers charge customers a per-minute fee, which covers access charges, transport,
marketing, customer service, administration, depreciation, and a profit margin.

A VoIP call goes to a local VoIP provider, which routes it over the Internet to another VoIP provider
on the receiving end, entirely bypassing the long distance switching plants. This decreases
access charges, depreciation on equipment, and other related costs. Customer service and
marketing expenditures are higher for this service, however the savings under the new technology
still allows for a larger profit margin compared to traditional long distance calling services.

The following chart compares and contrasts the various components of cost per minute of a call
from traditional and IP networks. 
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Figure 4: Cost Benefit per Call from VoIP over Traditional Networks

Source: http://www.personal.psu.edu/staff/j/l/jlj6/phase2.html

The following figure compares the ‘per customer cost of providing VoIP service’ with the ‘per
customer cost of providing Circuit-Switched service’.

Figure 5: Per Customer Cost Comparison VoIP Vs. Circuit Switch

Source: Cox Communications Whitepaper: “Voice over Internet Protocol: Ready for Prime Time”, May 12, 2004, pg. 11 
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The following figure compares the ‘per customer cost of providing VoIP service’ with the ‘per
customer cost of providing Circuit-Switched service’.

Table 4: Price Comparison – Vonage (VoIP) and AT&T (Fixed Telecom)

*This is not a complete list of features. **AT&T additional fees are typical, but vary from state to state.

Source: www.fortune.com/fortune/smallbusiness/technology/articles/0,15114,594529,00.html 

The following table compares the rate per minute from the US to select countries of VoIP
(Vonage) and traditional telephony services (AT&T):

Table 4: Price Comparison – Vonage (VoIP) and AT&T (Fixed Telecom)

Source: http://www.vonage.com/intrates.php; http://www.consumer.att.com/global/english/international.html 

PLAN NAME

AVAILABILITY

PRICE PER MONTH

INCLUDES*

WHAT COSTS EXTRA**

COST OF EACH 
ADDITIONAL LINE

VONAGE (VOIP)

Small Business, Unlimited Plan

180 area codes in 40 states

USD 49.99

Unlimited calls nationwide and to
Canada, fax line, voicemail, caller ID
and block, call waiting, transfer, three-
way calling, call and voicemail
forwarding

Virtual phone number (USD 4.99), toll-
free number (USD 4.99 for 100
included minutes, 4.9 cents per
additional minute)

USD 12.99

AT&T (TELECOM)

AT&T's All in One

All area codes in 30 states

USD 38.95 to USD 63.95, depending
on state

Unlimited calls nationwide, caller ID
block, call waiting, call forwarding,
three-way calling, speed dial

Voicemail (USD 9.40), caller ID (USD
9.50), remote call forwarding (USD
16.50), voicemail forwarding (USD
4.60), toll-free number (USD 10,
waived for first three months, 6.9 cents
per minute)

Same as original fee

COUNTRY

Argentina

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Brazil

China

Denmark

United Kingdom

Zimbabwe

VONAGE VOIP (IN USD)

0.07

0.04

0.06

0.06

0.09

0.10

0.06

0.03

0.10

AT&T FIXED LINE (IN USD)

0.19

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.19

0.16

0.12

0.08

0.52
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2.4.2.1 Examples of VoIP Pricing 

2.4.2.1.1 Fixed Pricing 

Vonage follows a fixed price model and it prices its services according to different 
categories of customers. The details of the plans offered by Vonage are given below:

For Residents:
• Premium Unlimited – USD 29.99 per month for unlimited calls within the US and Canada.
• Unlimited local – USD 24.99 per month for unlimited local and regional calling plus 

500 Long distance minutes free.
• Basic Plan – USD 14.99 per month, 500 anytime minutes call throughout the US 

and Canada.

For Businesses:
• Small Business Unlimited – USD 49.99 per month for local and long distance 

calling within the US and Canada.
• Small Business Basic – USD 39.99 per month for 1500 Local and Long distance 

minutes for calling anywhere within the US and Canada.

For the above-mentioned plans, International Calling rates vary from USD12.60 
(Inmarsat) to USD 0.03, depending on the country called. 

2.4.2.1.2 Free VoIP Services

Skype is a Peer-to-Peer software that enables free Internet telephony. However, 
only the calls made between peer PC’s are free. Calls made to Fixed/mobile 
phones are chargeable and the rates vary from USD 1.57 to USD 0.02. Skype 
does not offer connectivity to Inmarsat phones.

2.5 BARRIERS TO FULL CONVERGENCE FOR TELCOS 

Internet Protocol (IP) telephony enables increased productivity and improved customer
relationships. However, there are many challenges inherent in IP telephony such as end-to-end
delays, echo and insufficient throughput. If IP telephony is not engineered and implemented
properly, a resulting loss in productivity will lead to curtailed revenues. 

There are many barriers associated with the full convergence to IP telephony. Some of these are
discussed below:

2.5.1 Quality of Service (QoS)
If an enterprise does not ensure QoS, it may experience problems such as packet delays, loss
of information and jitters. This can cause speech break-up, speech clipping, pops and clicks. 
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In IP telephony, voice packets are transmitted over digital transmission facilities, with
considerable errors. The fidelity of the voice is dependent on the performance of the
coder/decoder (codec) and rate of packet loss. Even a one percent loss in packets is problematic
for telephony and any loss beyond this level becomes disruptive to effective voice
communications. 

Even if the bandwidth of a particular company is over-engineered, the growth of traffic, rapid
changes in traffic patterns and network connection failures may result in impairments such as
packet loss and excessive delays which impacts IP telephony, significantly. 

Hence, QoS plays an integral part in the success of IP telephony implementation. 

2.5.2 Reliability and Security 
The performance of IP telephony systems and the underlying network can be determined if the
user requirements and expectations are met in a satisfactory way.

There are various expectations associated with reliability and security, as set by traditional voice
networks. Some of them are:

• Calls with high quality of service, and real-time responsiveness 
• Always-on dial tone (as a guaranteed service indicator)
• Maximum delay of 150 msec (one-way) 
• Calls should be private
• Functionality during emergencies/Business Continuity Planning

An end-to-end system level view of IP telephony is vital for checking its reliability, as an IP network
may fail in terms of performance in situations such as:

• If the IP network is 100 percent up, but there are non-hardware failure conditions, the physical
connection becomes difficult. 
• If the IP network is 100 percent up, but there is congestion in the network, it results in
increased packet loss and excessive delays. 

2.5.3 Risks Associated with Public Packet Networks
The process of meeting IP telephony QoS, security and reliability requirements across public
packet networks requires significant attention. This is because a risk is associated with Public
Packet Networks, as a high degree of flexibility is required in interfacing with public networks (for
high availability and QoS). 

While leased lines are always an option to interconnect sites, virtual private lines using Frame
Relay, ATM, IP-VPNs and Optical Ethernet are some other viable alternatives available.

2.5.4 Organizational Barriers to IP Telephony 
Traditional IP networks evolved from PCs to PC LANs to bridged, and ultimately to switched and
routed networks.
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At the same time, applications evolved from e-mail and file transfers to ERP, CRM and now IP
telephony and collaboration.

Due to the real-time requirements for IP telephony and other applications such as video, existing
practices and procedures may become outdated and may need to be redesigned while
implementing IP telephony. 

As new networking and telecommunication technologies are evolving, enterprises need to rethink
their internal procedures and engineering practices before implementing such technologies.

2.5.5 Impact of VoIP on the Billing Systems of Telcos
VoIP has impacted the billing systems of various telecom companies significantly. As VoIP
services are available at a lower price compared to traditional telephony, it has offered stiff
competition to traditional telephony resulting in a loss of revenues for the telecom companies.
According to Goldman Sachs, “Lost telecom revenues could reach the billions in a matter of
years”.

Traditionally, telecom companies had their billing systems based on call volumes. However, with
the introduction of VoIP, this billing methodology is getting redundant. VoIP services are billed on
the basis of different criteria such as bandwidth usage rather than on number of calls made.
Hence VoIP customers usually pay a flat-rate charge for unlimited calls (similar to the billing model
used for broadband Internet) rather than paying by the number of calls made as practiced in
traditional telephony.

Consequently the whole basis on which tariff structures have traditionally been based on (that is
the call volumes) will change. According to UBS analysts, “VoIP technology has the potential to
do to wireline carriers what file sharing is doing to the recording industry”. As a result of VoIP
proliferation, telecommunication firms will increasingly bundle calls into offerings, which include
narrowband or broadband Internet connection as well as other services such as firewall
protection and security, rather than selling calls as a stand-alone service. 

Telecommunication firms have historically invested a significant amount of money in their circuit
switched infrastructures and have highly advanced and elaborate billing mechanisms in place for
charging a call. As discussed above, with the introduction of VoIP the call volume based billing
mechanism will undergo significant restructuring.

Some of these telecom companies have devised numerous strategies for delivering VoIP services
to remain competitive in the market. 

The UK operator BT Group plc has devised a consumer broadband services strategy for
delivering VoIP services. To access the VoIP service, the user would require a traditional BT voice
account in addition to the DSL line and the user will be required to pay a monthly standing charge.
Those calls, which will be made between the BT Communicator users from PC to PC, will not
be included in any tariff package.
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This strategy is devised because BT is using its existing billing system and tariff packages for the
VoIP calls which break out onto the PSTN lines, to reach the called party.

By following this strategy, BT is entering into the world of converged IP communications though
it is still retaining its traditional voice service charges i.e. the monthly fixed fee.

2.6 KEY CHALLENGES AHEAD (IN REGULATING VOIP)

VoIP services, which allow phone conversations to traverse the Internet or private corporate data
networks has been largely free of regulation. This is because voice packets are transmitted over
Internet. 

However, recently, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the California Public
Utilities Commission signalled plans to begin proceedings that could subject VoIP to the same
fees and access charges as are usually imposed on the traditional telephone networks.

According to Rick Whitt, Senior Director, Global Policy and Planning, MCI, “Just because VoIP
is used by companies over private lines separate from the public Internet does not mean
corporate systems will be exempt from future regulations, local access charges and fees.” He
said that the government oversight of VoIP would improve quality of service throughout the
system. 

There are different views on the regulations of the voice-over-IP industry. Tom Evslin, CEO, ITXC
Corp. said that regulation is appropriate when a monopoly controls a market. However, regulation
is not needed in the VoIP market because there are potentially dozens of competitors. He added
that a minimalist regulatory approach encourages telecommunications carriers to invest in VoIP
and currently VoIP is one of the largest areas of investment in the telecom sector.

According to a few telecom vendors, the US FCC should adopt a hands-off approach to
regulating the VoIP industry so that VoIP can continue to grow and provide consumers with a
choice of the type of telephone service. 

Michael Powell, Chairman, FCC said “As one who believes unflinchingly in maintaining an
Internet free from government regulation, I believe that IP-based services such as VoIP should
evolve in a regulation-free zone. No regulator, either federal or state, should tread into this area
without an absolutely compelling justification for doing so. Innovation and capital investment
depend on this premise.”

As the government is in the process of weighing how to regulate VoIP service, corporate users
estimate inevitable price increases. Mike Foster, Manager, Tower Travel Management said that if
VoIP results in loss of volume for the traditional phone system then it would result in more taxes
or fees on VoIP at some level.

Tom Evslin, CEO
of ITXC Corp. said

that regulation is
appropriate when

a monopoly
controls a market.

However,
regulation is not

needed in the
VoIP market

because there are
potentially dozens

of competitors.
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2.6.1.1 Regulations with Respect to Disabled Citizens

The FCC is monitoring the technological accessibility to people with disabilities while 
determining the regulatory spectrum for VoIP services.

While the Internet's success suggests that a hands-off approach would be the best 
to maintain VoIP's growth, there are critical aspects of telephony regulation protecting 
citizens and disabled persons.

According to Gregg Vanderheiden, Principal investigator, Rehabilitation Engineering 
Research Center, “In a VoIP industry driven by market factors instead of regulation, 
service providers would have an incentive to drop services to the disabled as a way 
to cut costs. Telecommunications providers begin to provide services for the disabled 
where there are regulations or where there is enforcement or threat of enforcement. 
Without some regulation, VoIP providers would have no incentive to offer services 
to disabled people because of the cost of providing those services.”

The standards for accessibility in VoIP should be extrapolated from telecommunications
regulations. These regulations require telecommunications manufacturers and service 
providers to ensure that their systems are accessible to people with disabilities. It 
also requires organizations to provide reasonable accommodations to their employees 
and customers with disabilities.

2.6.2 Privacy, Security, Monitoring: Security Concerns 
Many corporations are implementing VoIP technologies to cut communications costs. The users
implementing VoIP are primarily concerned about voice quality, latency and interoperability.
However, there are various security risks associated with implementation of the VoIP services.
The description of few of the devices used in delivering VoIP services is provided below:

1. Call Management Boxes: Call management boxes are used for logging call information.
2. VOIP Gateway: VoIP gateway technologies convert data packets from the IP network into 

voice before sending them over a public switched telephone network.
3. VOIP data stream: VOIP data stream provides access to calls made through VoIP systems.
4. Desktop-based Soft Phones: Desktop-based soft phones are used in the process of 

making VOIP-based telephone calls.

These devices face several security threats. The details of these threats along with their solutions
are discussed below.

2.6.2.1 Call Management Boxes

In VOIP services, Private Branch Exchanges (PBX) are replaced by server-based IP 
PBXs running on Microsoft Corp.'s Windows NT or vendor's proprietary operating 
system. Call management boxes, which are used for serving up VOIP services and 
for logging call information, are susceptible to virus attacks and hackers. Break-ins 
of these servers could result in a loss of potentially sensitive data. However, these 
virus attacks can be avoided if such equipments are placed behind firewalls, 
patched against vulnerabilities, and or call management boxes that are frequently 
monitored using intrusion-detection systems. 
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2.6.2.2 VoIP Gateway 

VoIP gateway technology is another weak point in implementing VoIP. When VoIP 
facility is accessed externally, gateway technologies convert data packets from the 
IP network into voice before sending them over a public switched telephone network. 
Similarly, when VoIP is used internally, the gateways route packetizes voice data 
between the source and the destination. 

These gateways can be hacked by attackers in order to make free telephone calls. 
Protection against these attacks can be achieved by having strict access-control lists 
and making sure that the gateway is configured in such a way that only the people on 
the control list are permitted to make and receive VoIP calls. 

2.6.2.3 Hackers

Hackers breaking into a VoIP data stream will have access to more calls than they 
would with traditional telephone tapping. In addition, hackers have a higher probability 
of getting intelligent information from tapping a VoIP data stream than from monitoring 
traditional phone systems. 

The way of mitigating such a risk is to separate and isolate voice traffic onto a virtual 
LAN. Another possibility is to encrypt VoIP traffic and run it over a virtual private 
network (VPN) when dealing with external communications. 

2.6.2.4 Desktop-based Soft Phones

The use of desktop-based soft phones in the processing of VoIP-based telephone 
calls can result in holes being punched into the corporate firewall. This can lead 
to exploitation from hackers. However, if the use is restricted through access lists and 
if all inbound VoIP traffic flowing through the corporate firewall is routed through 
a gateway server there will be an elimination of direct connection to the Internet, 
which will prevent hacking.

2.6.3 Threat Posed to Legacy Telcos Owing to a Lack of Regulations for the ‘Last-mile’
Telcos have traditionally controlled the nodes in the voice networks. However, VoIP without
regulations poses a threat of ending their control over the last mile and eventually challenge their
monopoly. 

Proponents of expanding VoIP regulations fear that lack of regulations on VoIP will lead to a
collapse of existing interconnection regime and global settlement systems prevalent in traditional
telephony. They emphasize that whereas, the telcos are required to comply with E911 and
wiretap laws, VoIP service providers are free of any such regulations. Owing to these
inconsistencies, FCC is considering to charge VoIP providers some kind of access fees in cases
where provision of their IP telephony services leverage the traditional legacy telephone network.

Further, as enterprises increasingly switch to low-cost VoIP telephony, the legacy carriers will be
forced to lower their wireline intercarrier rates in order to compete effectively with the VoIP
providers. 
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03. OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES FOR CORPORATE ENTERPRISES - FUTURE OUTLOOK

This section discusses the major opportunities and challenges faced by enterprises as a result
of VoIP deployment and the future scenario likely to emerge in the VoIP technology space.

3.1 OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY VOIP

The convergence of voice and data technologies has created new opportunities for enterprises
and businesses. In this section we will discuss the key benefits that the enterprises reap through
VoIP deployment. 

3.1.1 Direct (Cost) Benefits to Enterprises
VoIP systems provide greater cost-effectiveness as compared to traditional voice systems. 
As - VoIP technology evolves, the cost-benefit ratio, as well as flexibility and efficiency in
implementation will continue to increase.

• Since VoIP uses a fraction of the bandwidth required by Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 
to transfer data, it provides direct cost advantage over the latter in terms of maintenance cost,
bandwidth cost and setup cost.

• VoIP technology enables the integration of data traffic and voice communication into a single
network thereby reducing the total cost of ownership of voice and data network. 

• The integration of multiple media types, namely, voice, data and video into a single network 
eliminates infrastructure and maintenance redundancies, which helps to reduce both capital 
and operational costs.

• VoIP systems and devices can be managed remotely through advanced client/ server 
services, which results in reduction of costs.

The chart given below compares the cost of two deployment scenarios for an enterprise of
10,000 phone users, where 50 percent of employees are divided between two large locations
and the remainder among 12 branch offices. An analysis of the situation given below shows that
replacing the current Private Branch Exchange (PBX) with another PBX increases cost by
approximately 48 percent. However, replacing the existing PBX with an IP PBX saves
approximately 11 percent of the overall replacement cost. 
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Figure 6: Cost Comparison between Replacing the Existing PBX with a New PBX System vs.
Replacing it with IP PBX 

Source: http://www.vonage.com/intrates.php; http://www.consumer.att.com/global/english/international.html 

The following case demonstrates the cost benefit obtained by replacing a traditional system with
a VoIP system.

Case: Savings accrued to South Trust Bank from VoIP Implementation

Source: http://www.banktechnews.com/article.html?id=200407012TN4WBK1

South Trust Bank, with 800 branches in the US, recently replaced its patchwork TDM (Time Division
Multiplexing) phone system with VoIP procured from Cisco Systems. As a result the company is saving
more than USD 5 million annually in telecommunication expenses and other costs. Cost reductions
include savings of 20 percent annually in local and frame-relay circuits, 51.3 percent in moves, adds,
and changes, 93.9 percent in conference call charges and 38.4 percent in long-distance charges. In
addition, the bank expects that it will reduce overall voice and data systems maintenance costs by
about 15.4 percent. 

Apart from the cost benefit from VoIP, the bank realised another benefit it had not even anticipated i.e.
better business continuity planning. All data circuits can route to different locations so that if any
building is damaged or destroyed, data integrity and connectivity is not compromised.

“Disaster recovery
is the biggest

benefit we didn't
realize we'd get,”
says Adams, who

notes the bank
has already begun

building a
secondary

headquarters in
Atlanta. “If we lost

our central
processing centre

in Birmingham,
we can send
everything to

Atlanta. We won't
ever be without

voice mail or
voice

communications.” 

DEMAND SIDE

Residential Consumers:
• Households are expected to continue to 

rely more on the fixed telephony offerings. 
Household consumers are likely to buy VoIP 
service as a bundled service along with digital 
cable and Internet packages. However, they 
will continue to use fixed telephony along 
with VoIP primarily owing to the uncertainties 
(such as low quality) associated with the 
VoIP service.

Enterprises:
• Businesses looking to replace their existing 

PBX systems are more likely to shift to IP 
PBX. Those with a healthy traditional PBX 
system are not expected to switch over to IP 
PBX in the near future due to the costs 
associated with the deployment of a new 
network.

• Call centres will continue to be the most 
significant users of the VoIP technology due to
the significant cost and efficiency gains 
offered by VoIP.

SUPPLY SIDE

• VoIP operators and Telecos will focus on 
improving the Quality of Service (QoS) and 
enhancing security and privacy offered by 
the VoIP technology.

• Advanced application of VoIP, such as 
wireless VoIP, conference bridging etc. will 
be further developed and new innovative 
applications are likely to be introduced.
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3.1.2 Intangible Benefits Offered by VoIP
In addition to significant cost savings, VoIP also offers a number of intangible benefits. Some of
the intangible benefits offered by VoIP are as follows:

• Value added services to enhance end-user productivity: The integration of voice, data, and 
video with IP networks has enabled provision of a number of value-added services, 
which enhance user productivity. Some of the value-added services are as follows:

– Unified messaging – Conferencing services
– Interactive voice recognition – Database queries
– Call centre administration – Customer Relationship Management
– Voice mail – Instant messaging and web browsing

Studies show that unified messaging saves employees up to 25 minutes per day. 
• More efficient network utilization: VoIP provides considerable gains in bandwidth efficiencies, 

which, in turn, reduce costs and increases Quality of Service (QoS). In the traditional 
TDM networks, communication capacity is continuously allocated to a user, even when 
the user is not speaking. This leads to unused capacity. In IP telephony, capacity is not 
continuously allocated but rather is made available as and when used.

• Open standard advantage: VoIP works on the open standards system. Open standards 
such as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) allow different components from various vendors 
to be compatible with each other. This results in lower costs of deployment, operations 
and maintenance by reducing the dependence on a single vendor installing proprietary 
technology. 

• Continuity of Service: VoIP technology also offers relatively easy recovery from disasters 
and power failures as compared to the traditional systems. VoIP hardware often has the 
ability to function independently, as well as in conjunction with other VoIP devices, 
thereby ensuring that failures in one location do not derail the entire system. VoIP’s call 
routing flexibility can allow system administrators to bypass problem areas within a 
short period of time.

• Ubiquity of IP Networks: Most organisations need to provide data connectivity to their 
employees on a continuous basis, thereby resulting in the ubiquity of the IP networks. 
While similar reach of traditional voice networks may be limited due to the high cost 
of deployment, use of an IP network in offices enables each and every employee to be
provided a voice extension.

3.1.2.1 Intangible Benefits For Banks
• Convergence of data and voice networks into one network allows banks to focus their 

management and maintenance efforts on a single network, resulting in additional cost 
savings and improved customer service. The integration of voice and data networks 
improves call centre representatives' access to customer data, which cuts down call time 
and allows call centres to handle larger call volumes, more efficiently. 

• VoIP technology also offers relatively easy recovery from disasters and power failures. 
Because VoIP hardware often has the ability to function independently, as well as in 
conjunction with other VoIP devices, failures in one location do not derail the entire system. 
Call routing flexibility can allow system administrators to bypass problem areas 
almost immediately. 

Peter Simonsen,
VP of information

services at
Arizona State

Savings & Credit
Union says

AZSTCU's VoIP
operation was the

first end-to-end
system installed in

the U.S. “We had
so many versions

of [Microsoft]
Office that you
couldn't send

attachments to
people because
you didn't know
who had which

version. ...But
[VoIP] met and

exceeded all our
business

expectations. I
would never go

back to the
separate

data/voice
networks.”
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Case: Savings accrued to South Trust Bank from VoIP Implementation

Source: http://www.banktechnews.com/article.html?id=200407012TN4WBK1

3.2 CHALLENGES: CORPORATE SECURITY RELATED FEARS/UNCERTAINTIES
SURROUNDING VOIP AND EXISTING DATA NETWORKS 

Many telecommunication carriers are in the process of introducing VoIP services for mass
deployment. However, VoIP is expected to increase the risk of security violations on corporate
voice networks.

Service providers offering business class services, including voice VPN, IP Centrex, and hosted
IP PBX services need to find an acceptable method for sending VoIP traffic through enterprise
firewalls. 

Without a viable solution, VoIP calls remain unsecured, subject to security breaches including
snooping, denial of service, hacking attacks and tapping.

The IP-based next-generation voice networks leads the enterprises into facing various security
risks since unsecured IP telephony networks are vulnerable to packet flooding by hackers. This
results in service disruptions that vary from system crashes and throughput problems to system
slowdowns and voice quality degradation.

In an enterprise, if IP phones are placed without a firewall, they become susceptible to risks.
Though many companies have integrated security mechanisms, including authentication, which
requires a user name and password, these passwords can be easily hacked. 

With 330 employees and USD 880 million in assets, AZSTCU was very sensitive about providing
better customer service in a competitive environment. The firm had 11 phone systems for voice and
myriad 56K lines for data, all of which was handled by a service bureau. Every time the company
added a new member, its service bureau added a fee. Moreover, some employees lacked voice mail
and often had to interrupt calls with members to answer other incoming phone calls and take
messages manually.

The firm replaced its existing system with a VoIP system, resulting in 15 to 20 percent productivity
gains at its call centre, which handles 30,000 calls per month. It has reduced the average member's
call to 90 seconds and has cut the attrition rate dramatically by motivating staff with updated
equipments that help them perform their jobs better. VoIP has also enabled AZSTCU to offer full
service Internet banking.

VoIP has also allowed efficiency of on-line training for staff through the network's video capabilities,
saving AZSTCU travel expense and employee time.

Service providers
that combine

traffic from
several

enterprises on the
same network

(i.e., Metropolitan
Area Networks)

place customers
at a risk, since it

is possible for an
individual with

access to one of
these enterprise

LANs to hack into
the network of

another.
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Service providers that combine traffic from several enterprises on the same network (i.e.,
Metropolitan Area Networks) place customers at a risk, since it is possible for an individual with
access to one of these enterprise LANs to hack into the network of another.

Some service providers have solved the problem by leveraging a private IP addressing scheme
for phones, and public IP addressing for all other networked devices. In this solution, phones are
connected to one virtual LAN (VLAN) and devices such as PCs, switches, and routers are
connected to another VLAN. This allows enterprises to send and receive VoIP calls in a secure
manner using their own firewalls. 

To address the issues related to VoIP security, enterprises and service providers have considered
a variety of technologies, including IP phones with embedded security mechanisms, private or
virtual LANs, intelligent routers with integrated firewalls or new protocols such as the proposed
STUN standard, and voice proxy firewalls.

3.3 LIKELY SCENARIO EXPECTED TO EMERGE IN THE NEAR FUTURE

The market for VoIP products is in a rapid growth phase. According to Frost & Sullivan, VoIP
traffic is expected to account for more than 75 percent of all voice traffic by 2007. 

IDC, a research and consulting firm, projects that worldwide retail IP telephony services revenues
will increase to USD 19.5 billion in 2005 from USD 0.4 billion in 2000. 

The immediate goal for VoIP designers, manufacturers and service providers is to reproduce
existing telephone capabilities at a significantly lower cost of operation and offer a technically
competitive alternative to the PSTN. However, telephony over the Internet cannot make
compromises in voice quality, reliability, scalability and manageability. 

It must also work seamlessly with traditional telephone systems worldwide. Future extensions in
VoIP will include innovative new solutions including conference bridging, voice/data
synchronization, combined real-time and message-based services, text-to-speech conversion and
voice response systems.

Traditional fixed telephony and VoIP are likely to co-exist in the near future. The following table
lists the scenario likely to emerge both in the demand side as well as the supply side in VoIP
space.
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Table 6: Likely Scenario Expected to Emerge in the Near Future

Source: Evalueserve Analysis

3.3.1 Wireless VoIP Services
The convergence of VoIP and wireless networks is taking place. In regions such as Asia Pacific
and Europe, where the wireless penetration is high, there is a high probability of migrating the
wireless service over packet networks. Such a transition is likely to bolster the sale of wireless
and VoIP test equipments. To gain from the convergence of VoIP and wireless technologies, a
number of telecos have announced plans of offering wireless VoIP services and equipments, as
discussed below:
• T-Mobile announced its plans to integrate its Wi-Fi wireless LAN and 3G mobile phone 

services into a single high-speed data network. It is creating one multi-speed, multimedia 
network integrating 2G, 3G and Wi-Fi. T-mobile has also announced introduction of hybrid 
VoIP-GSM phones.

• 2N Communications has launched a VoIP GSM Gateway that provides substantial cost 
reduction for long distance calls terminated in the GSM network. The user can directly call 
from an IP phone to the GSM network. Siemens is making use of this technology by 
embedding wireless modules such as TC35i or MC35i.

• Net2Phone recently announced plans to deliver a suite of wireless VoIP solutions to service 
providers. Net2Phone’s wireless VoIP solutions will offer service providers SIP-based hosted
wireless telephony services that can be sold to their customers as an enhancement to their 
existing product set.

3.3.2 Enabling Technology for other Software and Service Platforms 
VoIP provides many benefits for all types of stakeholders, right from networking equipment
manufacturers and designers who are providing next-generation equipments to service providers,
who are marketing these services to business and home users.

DEMAND SIDE

Residential Consumers:
• Households are expected to continue to rely more on the 

fixed telephony offerings. Household consumers are likely to 
buy VoIP service as a bundled service along with digital cable 
and Internet packages. However, they will continue to use 
fixed telephony along with VoIP primarily owing to the 
uncertainties (such as low quality) associated with the 
VoIP service.

Enterprises:
• Businesses looking to replace their existing PBX systems are 

more likely to shift to IP PBX. Those with a healthy traditional 
PBX system are not expected to switch over to IP PBX in the 
near future due to the costs associated with the deployment 
of a new network.

• Call centres will continue to be the most significant users of 
the VoIP technology due to the significant cost and efficiency 
gains offered by VoIP.

SUPPLY SIDE

• VoIP operators and Telecos will focus on 
improving the Quality of Service (QoS) and 
enhancing security and privacy offered by 
the VoIP technology.

• Advanced application of VoIP, such as wireless
VoIP, conference bridging etc. will be further 
developed and new innovative applications are
likely to be introduced
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Presently, enterprises have the option of integrating services such as VoIP, and
videoconferencing with their networks. Previously, these services required a considerably high
bandwidth and there was a significant cost associated with them, which is now possible at a
reasonable cost owing to VoIP. 

The use of flat rate for both data and voice communications offer enormous savings in the
telephone bills. This motivates implementation of voice system using the already established data
infrastructure.

The invention of new standards for VoIP such as techniques for compressing data, which achieve
data bit rates of 6.4 kbit/s with good voice quality, and affordable price for the DSPs (key
elements for compression and decompression of voice) pave the way for VoIP’s development.

3.3.3 Increased Competition to Telcos from Small New Entrants
VoIP industry is experiencing a movement similar to the one in software industry where open
source codes (such as Linux) have given stiff competition to existing software vendors.

According to Steve Jurvetson, a managing partner at venture-capital firm Draper Fisher
Jurvetson, “One day, we will look back and wonder why we ever paid for phone service, in the
same way that we now look back and wonder why we ever paid for e-mail”. His firm was one of
the early investors in both Hotmail and Skype. Skype (as discussed earlier in the report) is a peer-
to-peer telecommunication firm, which offers free Internet telephony. It has more than 9.8 million
users and the use of its product has spread virally without any formal advertising. 

Such new entrants in VoIP market have given rise to a raging price war in this industry. As a case
in point, a new entrant StanAPhone is offering free Internet calls from the PC to the public
telephone network. Another carrier, Primus, offers unlimited calling within the US, Canada and
Western Europe for rates as cheap as USD 20 per month.

This indicates that VoIP may get driven from the bottom up rather than being an industry lead
paradigm shift. The legacy telcos could be squeezed by these new entrants leading to a
downward pressure on service pricing, thereby resulting in the industry change driven by
grassroots action with the possibility of significant market upheavals in the near future.
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04. EVALUESERVE DISCLAIMER

The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable.
Evalueserve disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of such
information. Evalueserve shall have no liability for errors, omissions or inadequacies in the
information contained herein or for interpretations thereof.
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Interview – Thought Leaders

> Maarten De Wit, Principal, DiamondCluster International, Inc.
> Lars Reichelt, Founder & Managing Director, RA Ltd.

How do your customers feel when it comes to VoIP?
De Wit: I recently spoke with a fixline client and
here is what he said. He said that he felt like being
on a railroad track and seeing the light of a train
coming his way. He has no idea how fast it is
coming but he can see it is big. The track is really
wide. He can go towards the train (full-head
competition). He can go left or right to avoid it. Or
he can speed in the opposite direction to make
sure the impact is as soft as possible. That's the
situation the operators are in today. They are quite
nervous, [telcos] are trying to figure out what is the best option. That's a
wrenching decision for fixline operators, because it means giving up 100
years of history of how they do business. 

How actual is this? Mobile phones that work both on GSM and WiFi are coming to the
market. Connected PDAs can run versions of Skype and other VoIP softphones. WiFi
coverage is not yet ubiquitous but is developing fast. In this context, does VoIP already
represent a threat to wireless operators?
Reichelt: Look at this from a slightly different perspective: the bulk of the wireless operators'
profits today in Europe are driven by roaming fees. Roaming is the one thing that is highly
intransparent to the user, that's systematically excluded from fixed-price calling plans, and that
operators are most keen to protect. It is also the one thing that is really hurting consumers
and small enterprises. Now, if you are in London, in an area with WiFi coverage, and you have
to call Switzerland, you will think twice before using your Swiss cell phone if you have the
possibility to use your PDA and Skype for example. The few cents that you will pay to Skype,
versus the one or more pounds per minute for the GSM roaming charges, represent a huge
price saving and one of two powerful drivers towards VoIP.

What's the second?
Reichelt: Gains in productivity. Think of the
way the address book in your Personal
Information Management software (MS
Outlook, Palm, and Apple’s PIM Suite, just to
mention a few) is becoming your key way of
communicating with people. You're no longer
typing a number: you have a name and click
on it and by doing so you basically tell the

system “connect me with this person, in whatever form is available, wherever (s)he is”.
Combine that with the power of online presence information – the capacity to “see” who is
online right this moment and what their level of availability is – and you have a completely new
and more efficient communication paradigm that will revolutionize the way we relate to each
other. We haven’t seen anything yet…
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capacity to “see” who is online right
this moment and what their level of
availability is – and you have a
completely new and more efficient
communication paradigm that will
revolutionize the way we relate to each
other. We haven’t seen anything yet…”

“Telcos are trying 
to figure out what 
is the best option.
That's a wrenching
decision for fixline
operators, because
it means giving up
100 years of history
of how they do
business.”
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What do you tell your customers when they ask you: this VoIP thing is happening, what
should we do?
De Wit: Many mobile operators already consider WiFi as an integral part of their strategy,
although in large part they are still very defensive in their approach—they are focused on
defending their revenue base. For some of them, such as T-Mobile, Orange and Vodafone, it
is starting to generate mentionable revenues. If these three big players push WiFi, that will
lead over time to the introduction of a fully transparent user experience between WiFi and
mobile telephony.

Who will be the winners?
Reichelt: The consumers. And Intel, Cisco and Microsoft. Intel will sell more high-performance
chipsets that have GSM, 3G, WiFi and maybe even WiMax crammed into them. Cisco is
sitting where data packets are being routed, and VoIP means more packets. Microsoft will be
able to integrate it into their applications and servers.

What if Nokia or another wireless manufacturer adds a VoIP button on its phones?
Reichelt: If I wanted to be radical and I was Nokia, that's exactly what I would do: go after
that market by myself.
De Wit: This presents a huge conundrum to Nokia of course, because if they do so they will
erode the revenue base of their primary customers, who won't be happy. On the other end,
it is an unstoppable trend. If you look at the value creation in the telecom industry, from
network and phone manufacturers to operators to application providers, you see that the
actual value of voice as an application is being reduced significantly, because of the constant
erosion of fees. At the other end, the actual manufacturers of the equipment are suffering
much less.

Are you saying that there is still a lot of room for the redistribution of value in the industry?
De Wit: Yes. The IP-ization of the whole media and telecom advances, it is more wide-ranging
than voice, it has a lot of potential for growth, and who will come out winning is not obvious.

Are we moving towards generalized flat fees?
Reichelt: Flat, flat, flat, oh yes!
De Wit: Indeed. Some companies in countries like France are already offering broadband
Internet access, VoIP telephony, and 50 television channels in one single package from one
single wire with one single fee. That's a triple play if I have ever seen one. In the future,
instead of a phone bill and a cable bill and an Internet access bill you will have a single
connectivity bill.
Reichelt: And you will then pay for additional services, which will basically come in the form
of software upgrades
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VOICE OVER IP: FINALLY DRIVING CHANGE? 

INTRODUCTION: “THE YEAR OF VOIP”

2004 has been heralded by industry observers as, “ The Year of VoIP”. And rightly so. Thanks to
the spread of broadband connectivity, aggressive advertising campaigns from VoIP providers and
its favored technology status with FCC Chairman Michael Powell, 2004 was the year, VoIP hit
the mainstream.

And the good news keeps spreading. VoIP provider, Skype, is adding users at an astonishing rate.
It now boasts 42 million downloads since going live a little more than a year ago. In North America
alone, there are more than 400 VoIP providers. Broadband connections worldwide are also
growing, especially in Asia, and VoIP enabling technologies improve exponentially with every year. 

In the regulatory environment VoIP is being
weaned, nurtured and given special status. At
the time of the forum in September 2004, the US
FCC position towards VoIP was favorable, led
by its outspoken chairman Michael Powell
who looks to VoIP as a vehicle that brings
competition and innovation to the communications
marketplace. Ofcom, the UK’s telecom
regulator, has also been direct in saying it would
like to see VoIP thrive and even gave it its own
numbering system. In Switzerland, regulation
from parliament now means that incumbent

carriers must open their consumer networks, the famed “last mile” to VoIP carriers. In addition,
WiFi and Wimax expansion for mobile phones and computers will give VoIP even broader
coverage area making it a threat for mobile operator revenues.

With access barriers crumbling, the telecom playing field is finally being leveled. Fixed line
operators face stiff competition against an open field of rivals including cable operators, Internet
service providers, and even wireless operators. In response, big incumbents like AT&T in the US
and BT in the UK, are already beefing up their service offerings to include VoIP to businesses and
consumers. 

There is little doubt that VoIP is a very real competitive force, one that is making not only traditional
fixed line carriers but all communications stakeholders sit up and take notice. What will be the
incumbent’s strategy moving forward? How will the actions of regulatory bodies affect the
development of this new technology? How will it impact the enterprise and how should companies
react? It was within this backdrop of facts and questions that First Tuesday Zurich and partner
PricewaterhouseCoopers organized a Thought Leadership Forum that brought together thought
leaders from business and industry as well as a highly diverse audience of stakeholders to
assess, discuss and debate the future of VoIP. 

The Forum was divided into two parts, the first assessing the impact of VoIP technology on the
current telco incumbents and the second on assessing the impact on the business enterprise.
What follows are the recorded results of those two sessions.
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IMPLICATIONS OF VOIP FOR THE TELECOM OPERATORS: 
PREDICTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE FORUM

Voice and More

The evening opened with a keynote presentation from Clay Shirky, a leading author and New York
University Adjunct Professor. Shirky, who was speaking to the Zurich audience from his office in
New York over a life Skype connection, centered his comments on the near and long term
implications of VoIP for society and the telecommunications industry and laid out scenarios for
the future behavior of incumbent carriers as their pricing and infrastructure models are
increasingly threatened. Shirky emphasized the subtle magnitude of VoIP technology declaring,
“VoIP is not the same as an Internet phone call, it is much bigger. VoIP is voice without telephony.”
Voice as an application was a constant theme throughout the first session.

Shirky leveled the lower quality of service arguments stating that the overall “bundle of services”
will replace absolute quality as the main value proposition to end user. He used the popularity of
MP3 and downloadable digital music files as a case-in-point example of the price/quality tradeoff
consumers are willing to make—a tradeoff that is sure to be replicated in the telecom industry.

Crossing Wires

According to Shirky, the biggest hurdle traditional telcos and VoIP providers face in the
foreseeable future is whether to build an infrastructure that is interoperable between the Internet-
driven VoIP model and the traditional fixed-line system or to keep them separate and mutually
exclusive. Vonage, in the US, has gone for interoperability thus allowing their customers the
flexibility to call other broadband subscribers via VoIP or regular fixed line phones. The free
Internet VoIP software program, Skype, also has opted for a form of interoperability. 

What is the tradeoff between interoperability and two mutually exclusive networks? For traditional
incumbents, accepting interoperability means slowly losing monopoly-pricing power in the short
and mid-term. Some carriers may even opt to offer VoIP services themselves, at the risk of
cannibalizing their own fixed line revenues. The alternative is to reject it, maintain monopoly
pricing in the short term, but face stiff competition and certain death in the long term. 

For the VoIP providers, interoperability means access to more customers and more revenues.
The downside is higher costs associated with building technology to link the two infrastructures.
For some providers, the costs of integration will be too high. These providers will forego the
access to billions of customers, build their own customer base and construct their own address
space naming conventions instead of using the traditional phone number.

Factors predicting which option will win out are driven by regulation and pricing. If regulators
favor competition in the communication services industry, then the interoperability model will win
out. This is already happening in the UK and the US.1 
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Audience Response

After Shirky’s speech, the audience, a mixture of telecommunications executives, government
officials, consultants, suppliers and other industry stakeholders were given a chance to give their
own opinions concerning VoIP and the telco industry. Below are some of their reactions. 

VoIP is a current threat. There were divisions based on the workgroup discussions as to
whether VoIP was a future phenomenon or whether it is here now. Obviously, all new
technologies have an adoption curve and we are just seeing the beginnings of growth for VoIP.
Given the recent strategies of many telco incumbents to enter the VoIP market (for example,
AT&T in the US, British Telecom in the UK, and Singapore Telecommunications in Asia), we can
assume VoIP is here now and should be understood as a serious threat even in the short term to
incumbents.

Though questions of “timing” remained, the overwhelming consensus was that carriers need to
take VoIP seriously, invest in VoIP networks, and offer their customers a range of services.
Revenue streams from the loss of fixed line business can be supplemented by other services like
broadband and wireless. This is especially a viable alternative in the short term. Though current
2G and 3G networks are not VoIP compliant, future 4G mobile networks will be VoIP compatible.
Before too long VoIP will be challenging even mobile operator revenue models.

Incumbents must change behavior/enhance
services or die. Since the cost structure for
providing VoIP services is low and entry barriers
are falling in Switzerland and worldwide,
incumbents will have to battle new competitors
for voice services. The incumbents still have a
competitive advantage because of their size,
market dominance, name recognition, and large
customer base, but the VoIP threat is real and
some unlikely sources could end up dominating
the market. Microsoft with its gaming and instant
messaging platforms (300 million users and counting) could be a serious global threat to all
carriers. To further underscore this threat, recall that Microsoft unveiled “Istanbul” an integrated
IM and telephony client in Fall 2004. 

Microsoft clearly proves that pricing, cost structures and consumer demand are changing which
is attracting new hardware and software providers to enter the market. The Microsoft example
also shows that new market entrants will drive product innovation and the creation of new
technologies, new integrated services, and new companies. 

Commoditization of Voice. The main product of current telco incumbents will become one
among many applications. Furthermore, there will be an unbundling of voice and the mode of
transport over which it is carried. Voice as a single application and the infrastructure that carries
the voice will be supplied by two different providers promoting increased competition.

New Providers Flood the Market. There will be many new market entrants due to lowered cost
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entrance barriers. VoIP will lead to new business opportunities among younger audiences and
younger businesses without large investments in legacy infrastructures. This will be good for
newer VoIP providers as it will supply them with a ready customer base. Many forum participants
agreed that the reduced entrance barriers will entice many new companies to enter the
communications market but in 3-4 years there will be industry consolidation, with only a few big
players remaining. 

VoIP Spurs Innovation. New industries will spring up where they didn’t exist before. Many of
these won’t replace older technologies, at least not in the short term, but they will produce new
ways of communicating which we will use more frequently. For example, e-mail hasn’t replaced
the Postal System, it has only increased our frequency of communication. Microsoft’s gaming
platform, where gamers can “talk” with each other, Xbox is a perfect example.

Quality and Security Concerns Dampen Enthusiasm for Big Business. Forum participants
were concerned with quality and security issues. There will be a quality/price tradeoff in the
future. The cheaper the service, the lower the quality. One need only look at the music industry
and the popularity of MP3 file sharing to know that certain consumer segments will sacrifice
quality for price. Security threats like hackers, Trojans, and viruses still remain but these problems
exist with the Internet as well. The advantages of having the flexibility and reduced costs outweigh
some of the inevitable security risks. As more users adopt security features such as firewalls,
encryption methods will also get better. 

Better Consumer Products/Services. The commoditization of VoIP will force providers to
distinguish themselves from competitors by offering better services. We will see more customer
focus both in the residential and corporate market.

Incumbents Transition Slowly. Carriers will want to slowly transition customers over to VoIP but
charge them the same fees for phone calls. In this scenario, profits for incumbents actually
increase because their costs of providing phone service decreases. 

The Swisscom Reaction

For Swisscom, telephony is still their cash cow and so they closely monitor anything that has to
do with telephony. They take VoIP seriously and already in 2000/01 embarked on pilot programs
that related to building a VoIP network with some of the other phone carriers in Switzerland. The
program failed partly because of timing and technology but also because it proved very costly and
expensive. Here in Switzerland, the incumbent carrier Swisscom offers VoIP services but for
Swisscom the question is not whether the technology exists but whether the customer will use it.
Swisscom is not convinced that their customers will use it especially given that they are not used
to the technology.

Most agreed that the end customer doesn’t care about VoIP technology. They just want to pick
up a phone and make a call at a reduced price, regardless of the underlying technology.
Cablecom is selling VoIP services to end consumers but they aren’t marketing it that way. The
take away is that the majority of the Swiss consumer market is not demanding VoIP, but cheap
phone calls. 
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Swisscom’s voice strategy assumes that end user familiarity with the traditional means of making
a phone call (i.e. a fixed line, receiver handset, and dialing numbers ) were strong market realities
that will ensure incumbents a market in the future. Technology advocates, on the other hand, think
that the new services that VoIP offers like email, voicemail, video integration et cetera, which are
currently not available on legacy phone systems, will be equally strong pull for customers to adopt
new technologies. Despite the attention VoIP has gotten of late, some thought that VoIP domination
was not realistic and made too many assumptions about infrastructure availability. Switzerland for
example, is far from 100% connectivity so the traditional fixed line infrastructure network (POTS)
is still important to many residents and businesses and will be for some time to come. 

However, infrastructure and traditional user
behavior may not be as big a challenge as the
Swiss incumbent may think. Austria, Switzerland’s
neighbor to the East is aggressively pursuing
and marketing VoIP to its customers and are
anticipating a 40% reduction in their own
infrastructure costs. Frank Dederichs, Head of
Strategy and Business Development, indicated
that Swisscom is also pursuing converged voice
and data networks and that in the long term
there will be a cost advantage that can be

passed on to the customers. But for the time being, there is no integrated network so you will still
have to run two systems simultaneously which is costly in the near term. The cost advantages will
only be realized in the future. This could be true but the fact remains that operators in other
European countries like Austria and Sweden are aggressively pursuing VoIP despite similar
infrastructures and populations. 

Regulatory Views

Shirky seemed to think it would be the regulators in the end who would ultimately decide the
speed of industry change. So we asked Armin Blum of BAKOM, Switzerland’s
Telecommunications Regulator, about its stance towards VoIP in the Swiss telecom market. Blum
answered that it was not the role of the regulator to create markets for new products and services
like VoIP, but to regulate what is already there. Regulation is aimed at ensuring that the
communications system retains integrity, and that consumers are informed and protected. He
continued by stating if two systems were running in parallel, one regulated and one not, the
government will end up financing the regulated party—which is not a desired outcome. The
preference is towards a single regulatory approach where both services are self-financed. Based
on these comments it would seem that BAKOM favors regulated VoIP as a communications
provider. Others voiced the view that regulation on VoIP providers would impede market
innovation and growth and continue to extend incumbent monopoly-pricing power. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF VOIP FOR THE ENTERPRISE: 
PREDICTIONS AND COMMENTS FROM THE FORUM

The second session of the forum addressed the implications of VoIP technology for business. Jeff
Bonforte, President of SIPphone Inc., a San-Diego based VoIP telecommunications provider,
began the session with a presentation of the benefits of VoIP for businesses and then went on to
challenge business heads to take an active role in understanding their own telecom needs and
designing their own solutions instead of accepting solutions from telcos and even large VoIP
suppliers.

The Business Benefits of VoIP Adoption

Lower Costs on Communication services, Infrastructure and Ongoing Maintenance.
Streamlined networks carrying both data and voice will be cheaper to buy and maintain 
and upgrade. Similarly, the integration of multiple data and communication channels 
eliminates waste and more efficient use of system infrastructure. It should also translate 
into faster accessibility by end-users.

More Services and Features. This will theoretically lead to productivity increases in their 
labor force as data and communication flows become faster and easier to use.

Better Knowledge and Information Management. Workers can tap into information 
sources previously inaccessible from their remote locations.

Greater Flexibility. Businesses can better respond to customers in a dynamic business
environment. 

Better Customer Relationships. CRM will be strengthened as customers have better 
access to companies to resolve problems and give feedback for further improvements.

VoIP = Consumer Power

Bonforte vilified the phone industry for its long history of bilking customers of money for local and
international calls and services that are relatively cheap to provide. Furthermore, the legacy
infrastructure is outdated, inflexible and expensive to maintain while VoIP solutions are cheap,
flexible, efficient, and easy to use. 

Bonforte spoke of the need for open systems in future communications services to increase
innovation and maximize benefits to the end consumer in both the business and consumer
markets. Users of open VoIP networks can have tremendous savings through peering, a method
of connecting to other VoIP user networks through a gateway. Companies large and small should
begin experimenting with peering systems now to see for themselves the tremendous cost
savings and to begin to understand their own telecommunications needs before buying an
expensive “off-the-shelf” solution that risks being underutilized. And peering is not just for the
small business. The University of California System, which itself is larger than many multi-national
corporations, is using VoIP for local and international calls saving millions in the process for
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hardware that cost around $1000 for each of its ten campuses. 
Bonforte predicted that prices for both fixed line and VoIP services will continue to fall to the
benefit of the consumer. VoIP infrastructure and cost models are radically different from fixed line
cost models. User fees cannot be one-to-one associated to infrastructure costs as they were in
the past. Business models that charge on a per call basis may find it hard to justify these fees in
the future as competition amongst VoIP carriers increases and consumers become more
informed.

In the new world, software rules not hardware. He challenged corporate consumers to revolt
against high prices and expensive proprietary systems and try open source products for their
communication needs.

Business Concerns

Questions in the mind of the audience centered not on how businesses could capitalize on VoIP
but more on how VoIP providers could come up with a profitable business model. Bonforte did
not directly address these issues but instead focused on the advantages of non-proprietary
models for the end user. 

Security and privacy were also major concerns. Business executives worried over drops in
service levels especially if a big virus is unleashed that attacks the whole network. Bonforte
reduced these concerns by pointing to our willingness to accept the Internet into our homes and
businesses, which is equally susceptible to security risks. 

Bonforte suggested that there is a gap in the
enterprise market between the small and large
business consumer segments due to their
different needs and capital expenditure budgets.
For larger corporations where quality, reliability
and service are critical, and who are also willing
to pay, vendors like Cisco, Nortel, and Avaya,
offer an array of high-priced but very secure and
reliable VoIP solutions that fully integrate data
and voice while ensuring interoperability with
existing legacy infrastructures. 

For smaller firms, with less money to spend, cheaper open source solutions like SIPphone or
even peer-to-peer systems like Skype offer acceptable quality and reliability. This is an important
point given the significance of SME’s in the Swiss Economy. Smaller firms have the flexibility of
trading quality and price. The medium size firm is the underserved market. They need high quality
but they don’t have the money to pay for expensive systems and communications consultants.
More products need to fill the need gap in this enterprise market segment.2
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Audience Response

After Bonforte’s speech, the audience was again given the opportunity to voice their own
opinions concerning VoIP and its impact on the enterprise. Below are some of their reactions. 

VoIP Brings Benefits to Business. In general, business leaders agreed that VoIP will have added
benefits to the enterprise, including workforce productivity gains, increased flexibility to adopt
better technologies and better customer relationship management. There will be less
infrastructure investment that will ultimately decrease capital expenditures. Furthermore,
convergence of voice and data will offer better knowledge management functions making it easier
for employees to search and access needed data. 

Productivity gains are the biggest driver for companies meaning telecommunication service
providers should be thinking of offering technologies and services that make working more
efficient for the employees of their corporate customers. Opportunities to improve customer
relationships was also a big advantage.

Quality/Cost Tradeoff Differences Between Firms. The main problems posed for larger
corporations were reliability and quality of service. At the moment, the technology that would
provide the largest cost savings is oftentimes unreliable and of poor quality. We experienced
during the forum, a failed attempt at connecting a video conference using Apple’s Voice/Video IP
application I-chat. In addition, the Skype Voice over Internet connection dropped out twice. This
level of service is unacceptable for many businesses.

There seemed to be consensus that small enterprises will benefit most from direct cost savings
in the telecommunication expenses. For larger corporations there would certainly be some cost
reductions but they would not be realized so quickly. The big pull for corporations is more a
function of productivity gains and increased customer interaction and management and less
a function of cost. In addition, VoIP also gives companies the opportunity to outsource
telecommunications rather than keeping it in-house.

Many Barriers to Full Adoption. Some thought that IT departments were ironically holding back
VoIP adoption. Integration of Telco and IT departments, will be difficult and costly and IT
departments already have too many other projects. Quality telecom services are already being
offered with the current infrastructure so it is not a priority for IT. Eventually however, IT and
Telecom departments will merge as voice and data run over a common platform. 

Some rejected the emphasis on cost as a driver for VoIP adoption by the enterprise citing that
telecommunication costs are not a big piece of overall corporate spending. Therefore, switching
to VoIP is not a major priority for enterprises. Cost reductions will be different based on the size
of the provider, however, making VoIP more attractive for small businesses than for larger ones.

Also, there may be more costs involved switching to VoIP in the short term than thought. Many
companies don’t have the right in-house infrastructure. Opinions recorded during the group work
showed that VoIP had not proven itself from a cost perspective among large corporations. Rather,
it would prove its value through the new business opportunities and better service opportunities
created. 
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Conclusion

The Forum title was in the form of a question, “Voice over IP: Finally Driving Change?”, and the
overwhelming opinion of this forum was a resounding-“Yes”. VoIP infrastructure is easy to
maintain, flexible and, what’s more, cheap. Cost alone will be enough to entice many consumers
to drop their fixed line service and move to VoIP providers. It also offers consumers more choice
in the bundle of services enabled by VoIP technology compared with their traditional fixed line
phone service.

These benefits extend from the consumer to the enterprise. Corporations too will gain from
capital expenditure reductions brought about by converging voice and data systems. But perhaps
what is more important is that newer technologies will bring more fully integrated and flexible
products and services that will lead to productivity gains for corporate workforces. In addition,
these new product offerings will give corporations more flexibility in managing customer demands
leading to better client relationships.

With the prospects of losing their customer base, incumbent providers will invest in VoIP
networks and products. Some countries are adapting faster than others but all, including
Swisscom, Switzerland’s leading provider, are taking VoIP seriously. Incumbents still have the
opportunity to remain leading players in the telecom market, but they must act now in order to
maintain their lead. 

Given the advantages to consumers, adoption rates should be faster. But VoIP is not a perfected
technology and is still plagued by quality and reliability issues. For some consumers and smaller
enterprises, the reduction in cost will make up for the sacrifice in quality. However, larger
corporations whose employees and customers demand near perfect quality and reliability, cannot
afford to make such a tradeoff. In addition, reducing telecommunications cost is not a top priority
for many large firms who can leverage their size for better calling rates. Some also wondered
whether cost would really be lowered or just shifted to other services. 

The traditional phone system will be with us for many years to come and VoIP enabled
technologies will co-exist together just as e-mail and the Postal System peacefully co-exist.
However, the complexity and cost of running the legacy system will eventually cause incumbents
and corporations alike to stop investing in these outdated infrastructures ultimately making them
obsolete. How quickly this will happen remains the subject of speculation.

Sharolyn Reynard, First Tuesday Zurich 
Zurich, Switzerland
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Session 1: Keynote Transcript1 

Impact of Voice over IP & the Telcos: “End of the Illusion”
> Clay Shirky, Author & Adjunct Professor, New York University, USA

BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO

What I would like to talk about today is what is happening to the phone call
because of the Internet. The Internet has a funny way of destroying some
of our cherished illusions. We continually refer to very complicated objects
with very simple names. We know what we mean when we are talking
about them but we don’t really think about the complexity that goes into
them. A classic example is the newspaper. We all know what it means when

we say things like, “I was reading the newspaper yesterday”, “I picked up the newspaper” et
cetera. The newspaper seems like a very uncomplicated object.

And then in the middle of the 90’s, a number of media companies decided that they are going to
move their newspapers online. What they discovered, when they tried to take this very familiar
object and move it into this new environment, is that the newspaper came apart in a way. This
seemingly simple conceptual entity of the newspaper was revealed to be a crazily complex bundle
of products and services. 

For one, the newspaper isn’t
just a physical product, it’s
also a distribution network. I
would not take the subway
down to Times Square to get
the New York Times. Part of
the value of the New York
Times for me is to have it
near my front door or at a
news agent near my house.
When you move onto the
Internet, reproduction and
distribution is taken over by
the consumer, rather than the
producer. I am responsible for buying and maintaining the equipment that creates the copy of the
online newspaper that I am able to read. It’s reconstituted and displayed on my machine. So
suddenly, all of the lock the newspaper industry had on reproduction and distribution vanished,
and the newspaper became a much more problematic idea. It was not even clear if you could
move a newspaper online. In the same way, we are very comfortable with the idea that classified
ads and front page reporting about international news go in the same conceptual entity. It’s just
an historical fact of the newspaper.

1. Reader Note: The keynote speech was delivered via Voice over Internet Telephony, VoIP, direct from New York City to
Rüschlikon/Zurich, Switzerland. The technology was simply a broadband internet connection piped into the conference hall and a free
piece of software called Skype that had been previously downloaded onto each callers pc in about 10 minutes. Not only was the call
easy to make using the internet resources already available, the best part was that it was absolutely free.
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Along comes e-bay who are essentially running a giant set of classified ads. But they are not
paying any reporters to go and do any reporting. It’s a complete un-bundling of the economic
relations that made the newspaper what it was. The fact of the Internet, the unusual
characteristics of the Internet, took a previously simple object that we thought we knew and we
thought we understood and made it very complicated. One of the entities, that is coming apart
right now, is the phone call. We had for a hundred years very simple phrases, “I called her”, “we
had a phone call”, “I had a phone call with Diana.” We know what we mean when we are talking
about phone calls. 

Now that we are moving voice to the Internet we are seeing many of the same things happen. 
In the same way that the newspaper, which seemed like a conceptually simple object, suddenly
came apart and was revealed to have all kinds of constituent parts, the phone call, as we
conceived of it for a hundred years, is undergoing similar pressure. And this is of course because
of the increasing flexibility of Voice Over IP technology.

THE STARS IN ALIGNMENT

A little bit of background on Voice Over IP. It’s been around in the form we know it since the
middle of the 90’s. In Internet terms it is becoming a relatively robust technology. A considerable
amount of work has been done on some of the basics. And we now are starting to see application
frameworks that are really implementing Voice Over IP in a variety of novel and engaging ways.
One of the things that have been putting wind in the sails of Voice Over IP, or rather, a collection
of things that have been putting wind in the sails of Voice Over IP, are improved work on digital
audio. This is important because, unlike traditional circuits with telephony, Voice Over IP is a
sound application and related to all other sound applications. Whenever there is work in any other
industry working with audio codecs, for example the music industry, Voice Over IP can benefit.
So there is an enormous amount of new engineering on rendering voice over the Internet.

Voice Over IP benefits from the spread of broadband.
Every time a new user signs up for a high-speed
connection, the world is adding another potential
Voice Over IP customer. Voice Over IP is benefiting
from the spread of the wireless Internet in two ways.
First of all, one of the things that is required, if you
want to use a physical phone for Voice Over IP, is that
you need an in-home network. It’s not enough to have

a single PC connected to the Internet. Typically wireless connectivity at home comes in the form
of a wireless router, which means, as people are opting for Wi-Fi, they are also installing the
infrastructure necessary for Voice Over IP. In addition, as we’ve learned from the mobile phone,
people are very interested in telephony in mobile environments. With the spread of Wi-Fi, Wimax
and other wireless technologies, the possibility that we can actually treat phone calls as data,
rather than as circuits being emulated, means that the possibility of Wi-Fi based Voice Over IP
phones is becoming increasingly attractive. 
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And finally, and I think most interestingly from the
telco point of view, there are alternative platforms
for voice. From 1876 until 1996 there was really
only one platform for full duplex voice and that was
the phone. More recently, the move from voice
being a service in a better than particularly kind of
network, just simply being another application that
runs over the Internet, has meant that people who are not phone companies, and don’t behave
like phone companies, can begin to offer voice services. Of course, there are voice services and
also two-way instant messaging. But there are also things like Microsoft who ship a protocol
called the Xbox, which is a gaming platform. The Xbox ships with Voice Over IP built in so that
the players can talk to one another while playing their games. No one thinks of the Xbox—not
Microsoft, not the end users, not the state regulators—as telephony. So it’s a novel platform for
voice that is outside the traditional frame of the telcos.

Technology typically grows, of course, in logistical growth curves. There’s a long sloped plain of
early adopters, people experimenting with it. And then for the technology that succeeds, the rate
of adoption accelerates. Voice Over IP is entering that phase of exponential growth as it’s adding
an enormous number of users overtime.

UNDRESSING A PHONE CALL

From the point of view of the
telco, a telecommunication’s
company, the critical thing to
understand about Voice Over
IP, is that it is not the same as
an Internet phone call. Many
people use those words in
interchangeably. But in fact,
the radicalness of Voice Over
IP is really the critical thing to
understand when looking at it
from the background of a telco.

The first thing that Voice Over IP does, which I alluded to earlier, is
that it un-bundles the application from the network. Whereas a
circuit-switched network assumes the design of everything, from
the physical twisted pair of wires all the way up to the building
infrastructure, and is all for supporting voice. In the Voice Over IP
world, voice is simply another data application. It’s like the World
Wide Web. It’s like downloading music. It is simply another thing

that uses the same data network. So it un-bundles the application from the network. We are used
to thinking of media companies as being vertically integrated—companies own the physical cable
and they also own the television shows that go over the cable. We are not used to thinking of
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telephone companies as being vertically integrated. But what Voice Over IP shows us is that
vertical integration is, in fact, in the 100 years strategy of the telco. You own both the network
and the application that it runs over. Voice Over IP un-bundles that. 

The second thing that it un-bundles, and I will talk about this more later, is routing from address.
A phone number is typically both a unique identifier for a particular phone, but also specifies how
the call is to be routed through the network. The Internet, famously by contrast, has Internet
addresses, but the routes are dynamically altered. What that means is that there is a high degree
of flexibility in managing address spaces, because you no longer have to take routing into
consideration. The importance of that we will get into a little bit more later, but that is an enormous
difference between Voice Over IP and telcos.

It un-bundles the management of the address from the provider. I buy my bandwidth from Verizon,
which is an incumbent local exchange in the United States. Verizon sells me the modem, monthly
they sell me the connectivity and so forth. Verizon has nothing to do with my e-mail address,
nothing to do with my URL, nothing to do with my Vonage2 phone number, nothing to do with my
Skype address. I am now in the position of taking advantage of this unbundling by having a set
of applications services that I use, whose address are different from the people who provide me
the network access. 

And finally it un-bundles the provider relationship from the billing relationship. I pay Verizon for the
network access. I do not pay Skype for access to their network. So the traditional rent capture
in the vertically integrated telco network, like “I own everything and so I just charge you for the
application, but I use it to fund everything else that is in my telephone network” does not apply in
this world.

Now you can re-link any of these foreign bundlings, you can expend effort to re-link these things
if you like. But because re-linking them takes effort, making VoIP behave like a telco, actually
raises the cost of Voice Over IP. So if you want to create a virtual phone company, that is actually
more expensive than simply using Voice Over IP in its native format.

DEBUNKING THE QUALITY MYTH

One other thing, a critical thing to understand coming from telecommunication’s background. The
quality gap, the famous quality gap in Voice Over IP between circuit- switched and packet-
switched telecommunications is not as serious a gap as we have imagined – and I should say in
response to the problems we experienced earlier, that it was because of my Macintosh operating
system and not because of the Voice Over IP technology3. The Skype application we are using
to broadcast this talk right now is still in beta version for Mac’s and just quit out from under me.

The critical thing to understand about voice quality, is that both audio codecs and bandwidth are
getting better and faster, than voice quality and bandwidth over traditional circuit-switched lines.
So rather than looking at the state of Voice Over IP versus circuit-switched calls at any given point
in time, you need to treat the two of them as dynamic systems and see which is getting better,
faster. The digital quality is getting better considerably faster than analog quality. And because

2. Vonage—popular commercial VoIP service provider in the US. See further www.vonage.com
3. Clay refers to a failed video connection using Macintosh’s I-chat application.
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more people are working on it (I told you earlier that people from the music industry are even
contributing as they improve audio codecs), that rate of change looks to at least continue at its
current rapid pace for some time. 

The second thing to understand is that the quality of
service is a feature not a requirement. Within the
engineering culture of traditional telephone
companies - sometimes jokingly referred to as “Bell-
heads” in the United States, because of the historical
legacy of the Bell system – quality of service and five
nine’s reliability (99.999%) was considered to be an
absolute minimum benchmark for the operating of a
successful telephone company. One of the things
mobile telephony showed us was that people were
willing to take enormous reductions in quality, both in
terms of service guarantees and voice quality,
provided they got other features.

As David Isenberg, the author of the stupid networks paper4, has
said, “Quality of service has gone from an entity to a question, how
much “Q” do you want with your “S”? In fact, although it’s possible
to find axes on which you can measure voice applications for low and

high quality, what the users are reacting to is a bundle of services that an application offers and
they would very often switch from one bundle to another for reasons other than quality of service.
The voice quality is a spectrum and not a threshold. Mobile telephony is showing that people are
willing to take worse voice quality in order to get other kinds of features.

The myth of audio quality as sort of a defining characteristic of an application. This is the second
time around in less than 5 years that we have seen this happen. In 1999 when “Napster”
launched the file sharing and music dial-in program, almost every serious outlook for talking about
digital audio, whether digital audio magazines, or trade organizations or whatever, missed the
importance of the MP3 file format because they believed that consumers cared only about audio
quality. What they didn’t understand is that people would be willing to listen to music at less good
quality if it enabled other services such as the instantaneous free access to the world music
catalogue. I-2000 is the Napster user-base, which is climbing into the millions. The only people
who didn’t understand what was happening were audiophiles, where the quality was the sole
defining characteristic of their listening experience and recording industry executives who
couldn’t believe that consumers would switch from expensive, but good music, to free and less
good music. The consumers, on the other hand, showed them differently. The question with Voice
Over IP is not its absolute quality, but the bundle of services it enables. 

4. David Isenberg, Former AT&T Lab Researcher, Author of “The Rise of the Stupid Network”, 1997 Read further, www.isen.com
5. Shtoom-SIP softphone written in Python. Runs on Windows, Mac, Linux, etc.
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“VOIP ME”

What Voice Over IP means, is that old definitions of a “phone call” are not enough. A lot of what
we miss, when we use the term “phone call” to refer to full duplex voice is really an artifact of
there being only one way to produce telecommunication. You can make an analysis with talking
about the shipping industry during the transition from sail to steam. It made no sense in that
period to talk about how the shipping industry was doing, because there was essentially two
industries under that name, who were, in fact, in direct competition (sail boats and steam ships). 

You’ll often hear this now, when people are talking about the
telecommunications industry. There is, at that current moment, no
such thing as the telecommunications industry. There are only
circuit people and packet people. The internal distinction is
building and emulating circuits versus moving to completely

packet-switched way of handling data. This is, in fact, the critical fight and this fight is more
important, that transition between circuits and packets is more important, than anything that binds
together a set of businesses under the rubric of the “telecommunications industry”.

The critical thing to understand about Voice Over IP, is that it is
voice without telephony. You can add back the aspect of it that
makes it look like telephony (we will talk in a moment about what
those are) but as with voice instant messaging, the Microsoft
Xbox gaming platform, that I mentioned earlier, Skype, Shtoom5,
which I will talk about in a moment, there are number of
platforms that enable voice conversations without feeling like a
phone call. And more critically, without their users referring to
them as phone calls. Interestingly, to start an audio conversation
in either Skype or Apple’s I-chat applications, you click on icon shaped like phone receiver, an
old-style phone receiver. To notify the user, that an audio conversation has begun, you hear a
ringing sound. And yet, even with these nods to these old-style telephone calls, no one calls Skype
or Apple’s I chat a telephone service.

When you look at the difference between phone calls and Voice Over IP, just in the way the end
users refer to them, you can see that any network attached to a keyboard and microphone can
send voice. So the only distinction between the two devices is in fact the keypad. The thing that
the phone has that the Xbox and the PC and so forth lack is the keypad. And that turns out to be
the critical distinction between telephony and voice. A phone call can be voice over actual analog
circuits, voice over digital emulation of analog circuits, or even packetized emulation, as long as
the call is routed between phone numbers. The address space turns out to be the important
aspect of distinguishing, in a packetized, world between phone calls and voice.
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This is the irony of layered networks. I mentioned earlier how we had previously regarded the
phone calls as a concrete thing and now it has become un-bundled. In many cases the assets of
traditional telephone companies are now liabilities. In the United States we have a situation where
telephone companies have written 30-year bonds against hardware which is now quite easily
replaced by software at a fraction of the cost. And so although those assets show up on the
books as having an additional of 25 years of life span, in fact, to re-tool their networks around the
switches they have been funding in this long-term fashion, those assets now show up in the
liability columns because they make those businesses less flexible or less nimble. Customer
relationships likewise don’t last a lifetime. Every business that believes their customers love them
most are wrong. In this case, customers showed an enormous willingness to switch away from
traditional phone company to competitive offerings, provided those offerings are giving them
either services that they either care for or are cheaper than the traditional offers. 

Emulating circuits turns out to be cheaper than running them. So surprisingly, the big asset of the
publicly switched telephone network is not, in fact, the wires in the ground, because you can run
both voice and data over those, the big asset of the public switch telephone network is the
address space—the collection of phone numbers. That is the key distinction between voice and
telephone calls.

FUTURE SCENARIOS: PLAN A VS. PLAN B

The critical question in Voice Over IP is not whether the technology will get better or whether the
users will adopt, both of those are givens. The key question is how much interoperability the
purveyors of Voice Over IP want with the traditional telephone address space, with traditional
phone numbers. And the other question, a question for the incumbents, is how to handle the loss
of monopoly pricing. 

Plan A says yes to interoperability with phone numbers and a slow loss of monopoly pricing. 
The advantages here are (from the point of view of anybody trying to build or deploy 
Voice Over IP services) that the telco address space is enormous, a billion phone 
numbers, the largest installed base in the world. The other advantage is more than a 
hundred years of habit in dealing with phone calls. We all know how to treat a phone 
number. We know what phone numbers look like, we know what it means. So this is a 
huge advantage.

The disadvantages of this kind of inoperability with traditional phone numbers is that 
numbers are hard to remember. We would rather look to an address space where we 
have names or some other kind of signature. And there is a hundred plus years of 
legacy engineering. In many cases backwards compatibility with this engineering is
enormously expensive, more expensive than simply building VOIP platform from scratch. 
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Plan B, on the other hand, will be pursued by Voice Over IP companies who have no 
interest in interoperability with the traditional phone companies. In many cases, the 
phone companies themselves, the traditional phone companies, will encourage Plan B, 
because it holds off for a period the loss of monopoly pricing because people will still 
want phone numbers. However, it also strengthens people who are in a sort of post 
public switch telephone network world, because they will not have to take on the cost of 
retro-fitting their system for legacy engineering. The advantages of going after this kind of 
no-interoperability world, is that it is much easier and cheaper to build a Voice Over IP 
service without having to worry about legacy and interoperability within the traditional 
phone network. 

You can also have Internet-style name spaces, where you can look people up by their 
names, you can click on an icon and start a phone call. All the agony we have gone 
through for remembering 10 and 12 digit phone numbers, simply goes away in this world. 
The disadvantage of Plan B, from the point of view of people offering Voice Over IP 
services is that you give up on a huge opportunity to reach the installed base. The 
“network effect” tells us that the more users there are for a particular system, the better 
off all the users will be. 

So everyone in this transition—that is the building up of Voice Over IP services both within
traditional telephone companies and by new and small competitors—what everyone in this
transition is going to face – and it’s going to face it in the next 18 months— is the question of how
to pursue a strategy of connecting with the traditional telephone address space and not so much
about interconnecting with the traditional telephone network infrastructure.

Plan A says that there is a slow transition, everyone uses phone numbers and there is a slow
transition from a circuit-switched to a packet-switched world. Plan B says, we hold off the
competitors as long as we possibly can and we essentially build up two camps. And when Voice
Over IP comes to replace the traditional circuit switching, it will do so in the hands of post-public
switch telephone network rivals. 

REGULATORY FAVOR

The predictive factors, favoring Plan A versus Plan B, have nothing to do with technology. The
technology is good enough now for deployment and continues to get better year over year and
more critically to get better at a rate faster than circuit switch networking. The predictive factor is
not whether or not customers will adopt Voice Over IP. When done right they barely notice,
because either it works like a telephone, as with Vonage, or it’s so folded into another platform,
as with Xbox, that it doesn’t seem like an unusual application. 

One key application, that’s appeared, that’s worth looking at is called Shtoom, which is a Python
implementation of Voice Over IP. Now this is important because Python is a scripting language
and not a compiled language, so as a programming language it’s very easy to use. People who
do not have computer science degrees can nevertheless write moderately good programs in
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Python. So Voice Over IP is now moving to the sort of thing that an individual working in their
spare time can include voice in another application. We are going to see an explosion of voice
appearing in places we don’t expect it. Those transitions are already baked in. They’re already
happening. 

Predictive factors favoring plan A over plan B are almost all
around regulation and pricing. Plan A is the slow transition to
Voice Over IP with full interoperability. The things that predict
plan A are Oftel6 style regulations, where in the UK Oftel has
taken Voice Over IP under its wings and even given its own

exchange, basically insisting that Voice Over IP be able to integrate with the traditional telephone
address space, where possible. Likewise, supranational regulations favor Plan A. Plainly any
government that manages a large collection of states, whether they are States like the United
States or states as in the European Union, has a great interest in interconnectivity, has a great
interest in information flow among it’s member’s states. In the US right now we have fight
between the FCC7, which wants VOIP to succeed, and a number of the states which want to
regulate the VOIP because it’s a threat to their tax revenues. 

Telephone calls are traditionally regulated, traditionally taxed in a rate much higher than either
alcohol or tobacco. Telephone calls are taxed as if they were vices rather than critical business
services. The threat of the loss of revenues panicked many of the states, but at the national level,
or at the suprastate level, there is obviously real value in increasing the flow of information among
member states. So supranational regulation of telecom favors Voice Over IP. Likewise flat rate
pricing favors Voice Over IP as an interoperable service because then the users don’t have to
choose between the one and the other. If they are paying their flat-rate for circuit switching they
are not constantly juggling metered pricing. Plan B on the other hand, which is the much more
radical plan, plan B says essentially, interconnecting with the telephone address space becomes
so expensive that most Voice Over IP providers won’t attempt it.

So, to summarize, the predictive factors favoring plan A over plan B have nothing to do with
technology, or customer adoption, it is tightly connected with regulation. (FCC wants it to
succeed while States want it regulated so they can tax it) and flat-rate pricing favors VoIP, where
customers don’t have to juggle or choose between providers, 

In Plan B interconnecting with the telephone address space becomes so complicated that VoIP
providers won’t attempt it. From a traditional providers perspective to pursue VoIP integration,
means losing short-term pricing gains in favor of longer-term survival. Locking out VoIP providers
will mean short-term gains for the telcos but long-term, it means ferocious competition. How this
will all play out depends on the individual member states with their own interests and regulations.
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Interview – Thought Leader

> Felix Honold, Partner, e-fon

E-fon is a startup that's competing head-to-head with the big operators.
From the customer's perspective, what is the advantage of using e-fon? 
Actually, e-fon is just providing the VoIP service
and no Internet access services. The two layers
are completely unbundled, thus the customer is
able to use the e-fon service over any access
infrastructure – DSL, Cable or WiFi, and the VoIP

service becomes mobile. It is possible to use an e-fon Swiss number
anywhere in the world exactly as you would do in Switzerland.
Beside the significantly lower prices, the freedom of choice and
mobility are the most compelling arguments for VoIP services.

Mobile phones that support both GSM and WiFi are arriving on the
market. Do you expect wireless VoIP to become significant rapidly? 
Jens Alder, the CEO of Swisscom, recently said that VoIP would
reduce the margins for their mobile business from about 50 percent
to 15-18 percent. That's a significant saving for the customer. We
assume that this will happen pretty quickly. Together with Monzoon
Networks, e-fon is offering mobile VoIP over WiFi. Sure, in terms of
coverage the VoIP service is not even remotely comparable to GSM.
But we have hotspots all over Switzerland and with the new
upcoming standards like UMA and WiMax, this might change soon.

What is your vision for the future of telecommunication?
The telecom market will undergo heavy changes in the coming years. It is possible that in the
long run voice services will be free and the fees paid to access the Internet will finance both
“Internet” services (e-mail, web, and so on) and IP telephony. However, this will take some
time. On the one side, the traditional “cost-per-minute-and-per-distance” model is so well
established; I would even say that it is burned in the mind of the users. On the other side, new
business models are not yet viable. But I have no doubt that in the coming 2 to 3 years new
service providers will enter and win significant market share. An important portion of all voice
traffic will run over IP and the Internet. The future will show how flexibly and aggressively the
existing carriers will face the challenge. However, there will be quite a long co-existence of
classical telecom operators and new VoIP players. 

What will be the role of the regulator?
The Telco market is heavily regulated. The Internet has virtually no regulation. The decisions
about VoIP won't be easy and will have a huge impact on how the industry will evolve. In the
worst case regulation may inhibit the VoIP providers to offer new services that are inherent to
VoIP. 

Is unbundling of the last mile necessary for VoIP to really take off?
Yes and no. We think the additional flexibility and the higher integration level gives already
today many advantages to VoIP. The customers, above all business customers, have already
now a valid alternative and therefore an additional choice. Of course it will be very nice if
residential VoIP customers won't have to pay the additional access fees to the phone
operators without using their services. In Switzerland we have a high density of cable
penetration, which can serve as an alternative last mile access. 
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Session 2: Keynote Transcript

Impact of VoIP on the Enterprise: “How the Enterprise can Cash-In on VoIP”
> Jeff Bonforte, President, SIPphone Inc., San Diego, CA, USA

SIP AND THE HARDWARE AGNOSTICS

Hi, I’m Jeff Bonforte, President of SIPphone Inc. and we are a Voice over
IP player based in San Diego, California. Today I am going to be talking a
little bit on how the enterprise can “hang-up” on its relationship with the
telcos. 

So let me tell you a little bit about SIPphone quickly. We were founded by
Michael Robertson, who some of you may or may not know from MP3.com, which was a digital
music pioneer. He sold that company for about $400 million to VivendiUniversal, after taking it
public first. I just found him yesterday on CNN’s Money website listed as the 23rd on a list of 40
richest persons under the age of forty—higher than Julia Roberts and Andre Agassi, but below
Shaquille O'Neil, which I do not know if that is shameful for him or not. I also wanted to point out
that the founder of Vonage, Jeffrey Citron, at 34, is eleventh on the list. 

It also is interesting that both the pure Voice Over IP providers, Skype and SIPphone, who are
getting a lot of the press today, find their roots in digital music, and I think one of the reasons that
you are seeing that is that digital music, or the people that pioneered digital music, really
understand how to break down an old established system with embedded entrenched players in
a monopoly environment and to re-write the rules. So I don’t think it’s a surprise that we see
digital musical pioneers now becoming pioneers in the world of Voice Over IP, the next phase of
telephony.

So what distinguishes SIPphone perhaps from some other pure Voice Over IP players out there,
is that we are completely hardware agnostic, not a firm adherent to one particular standard out
there. So SIP, which we’ll talk about in a second, is the most prevalent Voice Over IP standard
today, and rather than go with a proprietary solution in the example of companies like Skype, we
instead, chose to be based on open standards and that gives us a lot of flexibility in dealing with
customers.

So rather than having one phone, or two phones, or one soft phone like Skype that works only
with their system, almost every soft phone works with our system and almost every piece of
hardware that you can buy in any store today and into the future will work with our service,
because it is based on a standard that is published and accepted. And VoIP companies, even
those like Cisco and Nortel, that previously had their own standard, have now converted to the
Voice Over IP standard, SIP, because it comes with a number of advantages. SIPphone also just
this last year, initiated a partnership with Singtel, which is one of the big players in the telco
environment in Asia with their hands in fifteen telcos in Asia, to be our PSTN partner. So that’s a
little about SIPphone.
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TELCO TALK

So let’s talk about some of the common language and the acronyms I am going to use today. The
first you hear the most often is Voice Over Internet Protocol or “VoIP”. Other people call it
Voice Over Internet or Voice Over Network. It is just a general term that captures the whole
industry. It usually refers to the software, the hardware, the voice, and all the technology that goes
into it, in the same way that we might refer to MP3’s and files from real media, we call all that
“digital music”. So VoIP is the general industry term for all these various technology components. 

SIP, or Standard Internet Protocol, is the acronym that
refers to the actual transfer protocol that is used by this
standard for Voice Over IP. It is the emerging leader of all
standards just like the emerging leader for webpage
protocol standards is TCP. For Voice Over IP more and
more users are adopting a common standard protocol, and
this protocol language is SIP. What is cool about SIP is,
that it not only is efficient and eight times more effective
than the previous voice over IP standards, (and in some cases it is twenty times more effective),
it also includes rules on how to do a voice, video, presence, and instant messaging. So SIP is
unifying communication going forward making it a very flexible and powerful standard. There are
some downsides to SIP as well— mostly because it is a new standard— but I trust we will get
to that a little bit later.

PSTN is the term that I use most often to refer to the old system - the boring, tired, old telephone
system - that is out there. PSTN stands technically for Public Switch Telephone Network, and
refers, in fact, to both fixed line and mobile systems. The other acronym people use to refer to
the traditional phone system is POTS, which just stands for Plain Old Telephone Systems. It is
the exact same thing as PSTN. You’ll also hear “regular phone system”, “traditional phone
system”, and “landline”. Telecom people used all of these words to define the infrastructure that
has supported the last hundred years of telephone service.

NETWORKING LINGO

And there are three “techie” terms I want you to learn, because they help you understand more
about Voice Over IP. The first is proxy. Proxy is a simple server that directs Voice Over IP traffic.
In the PSTN world they use physical boxes called switches. Switches actually go way back tens
and tens of years, decades ago, to the old system where they used to have to plug one phone
call into another. Well a switch is just a big mechanical version of this same plug-in process.
These things take up a lot of space. There are entire buildings full of switches to make phones
work today. In the Voice Over IP world with proxies, we can use blade servers and take up a very,
very small closet that does the same thing that many, many hundreds of square meters of
switches do. So a proxy is like a switch. It just directs traffic and Voice Over IP. 
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The next term is a gateway. A gateway is a bridge, basically between two networks. It can be
between the old telephone networks, for example, and VoIP networks, the new Voice Over IP
network. You can also use a gateway to bridge two Voice Over IP networks. So a gateway is just
a general box that is used as a bridge between two networks, and they can be a software piece
or it can be a piece of hardware. Cisco makes a gateway called a 5350 that is popular but too
expensive. 

Codecs is the last one. Codecs refers to the compression standards we use in Voice Over IP
to make it more efficient than the today’s analog system. If you use a codecs, the most common
one you guys are probably familiar with, is GSM. GSM is the European standard used on the
mobile phone system, but GSM is just one of the VoIP codecs we use—there are others. It
doesn’t matter if you know them but Skype, for example, uses one called ILBC that we also use
in SIPphone. It’s a codec that is very efficient. It even allows you to use a dial-up connection to
make a quality Voice Over IP connection. It is important in codecs that both sides have to
understand the codec—that’s the trick.

THE PHONE COMPANY—WHO EVERYBODY LOVES TO HATE

Okay, let’s get down to the meat of the presentation now that we got the “techie” terms out of
the way.

I thought it was interesting that when we think about the four groups to whom, consumers and
maybe corporations as well, hate to write checks every month - the four that came to my mind,
in this order, were:

01. The government—we hate paying taxes, obviously. I think perhaps, we are so far 
removed from the services what we are getting from the government versus what we 
are paying. It makes it painful to pay those bills.

02. The next one for me is the phone bill. I feel like I am always getting charged for fees. 
I don’t know where they come from—there’s roaming fees; mark-up fees; off-peak time 
fees; per-minute fees, connection fees, monthly account maintenance fees, you name it. 
Phone bills always got a whole lot of fees, and it seems like I can never get my phone 
bill under two or three hundred dollars a month, so I can’t stand paying this bill.

03. The other one (and it’s almost as if they were created by the same company) is airfare. 
There are so many rules every time you call your airline, whether you are switching your 
fare, or you are flying on a Friday instead of Saturday, they are going to charge you an 
extra thousand dollars. 

04. And then lastly, which the Swiss do not know much about but with which Americans are 
very familiar, is the credit card company. These companies have devised a million fees 
and extra add-on ways to charge us for more things that we never knew about going into 
the original relationship. 

So I think it is the surprises that come from these vendors, that make us feel like we are not being
treated fairly.
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A WASTE OF SPACE

So let’s talk about the infrastructure of
the PSTN world versus Voice Over IP.
In the PSTN world you have these
switches that take up acres and acres
of building space out there. These
switches are extremely complex,
expensive devices that basically move
phone calls from one physical copper
wire to the next. And the whole
network is based on literally one piece
of copper wire from a huge trunk
somewhere all the way to your house
or to your office. And if you want a new
line anywhere else, you have to run a piece of copper. This style of network is very inflexible and
very expensive. We have been luckily able to capitalize in the copper investment to use DSL, but
as far as how we use it today in the phone system it’s a sunk fee, that we cannot get around. And
it’s kind of a pain.

In the Voice Over IP world, we have massive flexibility comparatively speaking. We can use any
given data pipe, whether it’s a dial-up connection all the way to the fiber connection, and we can
talk to any device. So as long as that device talks a basic standard protocol of data, whether it’s
a phone or a computer or a mobile phone or a PDA, we can use that device for a voice
connection or a video connection in the VoIP world. 

The other beautiful thing is that because we are dealing with bytes instead of actual analog
signals, like we do in the PSTN world, we capitalize on the existing investment in the data
infrastructure we already have, which is highly efficient and is getting better and better every year.
We can also take advantage of the same types of services we use for our websites or our
applications within the company—exactly the same types of servers running these applications
run VoIP servers. So rather than having these giant closets and rooms and buildings dedicated
to switches, we have thin, affordable, always getting cheaper blade servers that we can run our
VoIP applications over, our voice mail over, our conference calling over, as well as the proxy
servers that route all of our Voice Over IP calls. 

Remember we talked about a gateway earlier? Here you can see, that the “gateway” is used to
bridge let’s say a call in the PSTN world to the VoIP or vice versa. Unfortunately, anytime you
touch the PSTN world, obviously you have to pay high fees to your local or international telco.
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CATCHING A DROPPING KNIFE

My boss likes to use the analogy of the dropping knife, when it
comes to PSTN world and the VoIP worlds intermixing and how
the cost keeps dropping not only on a yearly basis but on a
monthly basis. Many companies create their business models
thinking they are going to make $40 a month on consumers or
$1000 a month on selling to enterprise customers when, in fact,
prices just keep falling out from underneath them. And there’s
never a floor to stop the falling knife, because there always

seems to be a new entrant into the market who’s willing to work for less than the previous guy.

In the PSTN world, the cost margins on the consumer side are in the 60 to 40% range, which is
incredible. There are very few businesses left in this world that enjoy 60% margins, much less a
100 years after their founding. And it’s because of regulations and monopolies and default
situations that the PSTN world has gotten away with this and is a large part of the reason we hate
them so much. When the VoIP guys came around with much lower costs, they were able to say,
“hey, we can get in on this PSTN game. If we charge just 15% less, we are going to absorb a
lot of their business.” The truth is, that the PSTN has a lot of space to go to reduce their price.
So the more and more competitive PSTN gets in the next coming years, the lower they will drop
their prices and the less alluring Voice Over IP becomes on a price-to-price basis. 

But remember the foundation of Voice Over IP—the costs are not at all related necessarily on a
per call basis like the in PSTN world. In the PSTN world, each call has one wire, so they are able
to charge on a per call basis, so that maybe you can justify these costs. In the Voice Over IP it
doesn’t exist like that. If you can mentally justify paying for individual web pages, then maybe you
can justify paying for individual phone calls. But in the Voice Over IP world, since the
infrastructure looks like today’s web applications, a different metaphor needs to apply. Voice Over
IP companies today are emerging to take advantage of our naiveties, our inability to understand,
that voice is not the old model—it’s not cost per call anymore.

As we go back to the concept of the dropping knife, who
is going to catch a knife, that’s dropping to find out the
lowest price people are willing to pay for phone service?
Any business model, based or dependent on charging per
call or even flat rates, is inevitably doomed. 

YOUR COST VS. THEIRS

Today we are used to paying ridiculous, incomprehensible fees to make phone calls. If you
happened to be on a mobile phone in the United States and you are calling a colleague on a
mobile phone in China, you can pay up to $6 per minute. In fact, you can pay $10 a minute for
these ridiculous calls, with set-up fees and whatever. 

These fees are incomprehensible because the actual wholesale rates that these guys pay to move
these calls are around 1 or 2 cents a minute. Telephone companies have convinced us, that
calling outside of our shores, or from one nation to another, from one city to another, is somehow
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remarkably expensive and requires, I don’t know, rocket
science to route these calls—it’s not. The infrastructure is
paid for—they’re just ripping us off. But they’ve gotten away
with it and we keep putting up with it. 

Another example, what about an analog phone call from a
wireless mobile phone, let’s say a Swiss person who

happened to be roaming in Croatia for the weekend, calling a friend in Spain. I mean, we wouldn’t
be surprised to be paying $1 per minute roaming fee plus the 50 cents per minute fee to just call
the other mobile provider, it’s ridiculous. It’s unjustified. Now let’s take the exact same Swiss
person, roaming in Croatia. This time we have them open up their laptop and connect to the
Internet. They start an instant message conversation with someone in Spain. How much is that?
How much should we charge per character, per conversation, or per line or per minute of that
instant message? None of us would justify paying anything for that conversation. We would pay
for our bandwidth to get to that instant message conversation, but beyond that, paying for it
would be incomprehensible.

The same is true for a website. If you are in Switzerland and you pull up a website that happened
to be served up in New York, do you expect to pay much more to serve that webpage, because
you happened to hit a web server in New York? It’s ridiculous. Incomprehensible. And we are all
looking and saying how stupid it would be to conceive of these, but I am telling you that this is
the exact same thing in the world of telephony. In the Voice Over IP world, calls are bits, and
when bits move around the data network, they don’t understand borders and they don’t
understand tolls on a per bit basis. Instead, we buy our bandwidth, and that’s what you get
whatever you do, whether it’s video; voice conference; voice calls; instant messaging; websites—
the whole deal. While we think today in terms of cost per call, whether it’s $1 cost per call or the
next guy that is coming out and promises 1 cent per minute cost per calls; what I want to reinforce
to you is that at the end-to-end run, it’s zero. These cost per calls, that’s just their webpages, their
e-mails, their instant message conversations—they are no different.

NEW WAYS TO COMMUNICATE

So, the next thing we need to think about, and what I want to impress upon the enterprise, is not
to simply think of Voice Over IP in terms of how we are going to move over our existing “PBX”
or “PSTN” situation to the Voice Over IP world. If you think of it this way (and this is how your
vendors want you to think of it, migrating your systems from one system to another), they are
going to charge you the millions of dollars to get you a brand new system. Don’t think in the old
model, because in the old business models, you were getting screwed. Instead, consider looking
at the start-ups, look at people like SIPphone or Skype or some of the IM players, or even the
Xbox guys. This is an area that start-ups refer to as non-consumption. It’s where a start-up can
get legs. If you entered into market and you fund your company with $2 million and you want to
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take on an AT&T and every other Telco in the world, who have more than a trillion dollar business
worldwide, you can’t do it offering the same exact services. A million dollar start-up won’t even
make a dent on these guys. However, start-ups are remarkably good at starting new industries,
where one didn’t exist before. We call this non-consumption. 

Years ago, when e-mail started getting going, I remember there were discussions that the
physical postal service would maybe go out of business because of the lack of service. But today
there are a trillion e-mails moved around the globe every year and still billions and billions of
physical mail is also moved around by post who haven’t seen much of a dent in their business at
all. What that showed, was e-mail didn’t replace or compete with the existing physical postal
world, but instead started some consumption that didn’t exist before. Same with IM. We don’t
use less minutes on our phone because we have IM today. We are simply finding new ways to
do telecommunications. I would recommend that we actually have instead something like a Plan
B, like we heard earlier in the first keynote speech from Clay Shirky, where we have “pure“ and
“free” Voice over IP players like SIPphone and Skype inventing new ways to use
telecommunications. We are currently underconsuming talking to people. If you look at the
Italians, they are on the phone all the time. If the Italians can do it, everyone else in the world can
find a new ways to talk too.

Out of the PBX-box Thinking

Now, I have left out the hardware guys from this list—the
Cisco’s and the router players because, the truth is, the word
is still out on these guys. They can work and would love to
work in the world of replacing your old systems. So as much
as your Telcos service providers want to transition you slowly

over to Voice Over IP scenario, where their costs go down, but your costs stay the same, the
hardware guys would love to sell you all new hardware. The question is, are they going to be
selling us standards-based hardware that is software dependant or are they going to be selling
us hardware solutions? In the PSTN world, hardware solution makes sense. In the Voice Over IP
world, software makes sense. What does this mean for companies like Cisco? I just noticed
yesterday, that Cisco bought a Voice Over IP software company, so clearly they are starting to
get it. But the question is, are you as the enterprise going to be pushed around into accepting
the solutions, pushed by the hardware guys, or will you force them into open source, standards-
based solutions? Will you push to the software side of the business as opposed to these
hardware solutions? Hardware looks sexy, but in the end with Voice Over IP, it’s software that
makes things go. 
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SIX REASONS YOU SHOULD GIVE YOUR CEO FOR WHY TO ADOPT VOIP:

01. The first is obviously cost reductions. Voice Over IP moves telecom into the world of data 
and in the world of data, individual transactions don’t necessarily cost anything. You have 
a fixed fee for bandwidth and what you paid for that bandwidth transaction across the 
network basically doesn’t cost you anything, voice included. There are some amazing 
cost reductions to be found. Just to replace your PBX out internally, the individual costs, 
who add an additional line in the company, is a magnitude of ten lower with Voice Over IP, 
assuming you are not getting stuck buying this ridiculous $400 non-standard hardware 
phones from Cisco or whomever. Go buy a $50 router or adapter off the market, plug it 
in your standard $20 phone and you got a great Voice Over IP solution.

02. Next are features. So cost reduction will be played out in the next few years as long as 
you guys don’t make the mistake of going after some expensive hardware transition of 
your PSTN world. Assuming your PBX sticks around adding VoIP to your telephone 
solution, beyond saving money, can add a ton of features. So what does that mean? 

It means, I can dynamically give someone a phone number, that is on your company’s role. 
Let’s say you have a thousand phone numbers. With VoIP you can take one of those 
thousand, allocate it to a guy across the globe working with your team and he can have 
a local phone number on your team, and they can talk to each other virtually. We heard 
the example earlier from Bruno about JetBlue1, the way they were able to basically distribute 
their entire call centers to the homes of their employees. That’s just one feature. 

03. On the flight dynamic conference calls that costs nothing, need no advanced scheduling, 
integrate with web services, allow you to call people dynamically on schedule and 
adjust for time savings and time zones et cetera. 

04. The voice mail to e-mail is another feature. Because Voice Over IP is data you can really 
start to get closer to this concept of unified messaging, or what I like to call integrated 
messaging, where e-mail has a link to a phone number which you click on which 
immediately rings your phone on the other phone or web page, which has a phone 
number on it, which triggers an e-mail and these things can go all together. So instant 
messaging, e-mail, web pages, applications on your desktop or on your servers, 
all integrated with your voice directly. 

05. It also gives you a lot of flexibility. We heard about JetBlue’s flexibility and their work 
force, but just imagine to have the ability of your sales people to have their local office 
phone with them on their laptop or their PDA or the phone they plug in their hotel room, 
anywhere in the world and to pay nothing for that. This gives you as an enterprise 
immense flexibility. 
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06. The other one I like to point out is that any worker, anywhere in the world, can have a 
phone number from any country pointed to their phones. So if they are sitting in New York, 
they can still have a Swiss phone number on Voice Over IP and no one would know 
the difference even with the cost. On the one hand, the physical restrictions of the 
PSTN world are many, particularly in an enterprise where you are restricted on how 
many phones you can add to a room and even where those phones can be. You have 
to send a request just to get a phone moved. 

With Voice Over IP, when you unplug your phone anywhere you go on a network, 
including your home, it carries all of its settings with it. So there are no physical 
restrictions. You don’t have these massive buildings you have to dedicate to your 
telephone world. Also, in line with workforce flexibility, the physical restrictions of 
where your offices are and where your employees are located is broken. 

GO Á LA CARTE

And I don’t want you to forget—do not buy single-tiered Voice Over IP solutions. Don’t go to
Nortel and buy their $3 million Voice over IP suite. You are doing yourself a huge favor if you mix
and match. Buy á la carte and keep your options open. Month to month you should be able to
swap in a new voice mail system or a new conference calling system or new proxies or new
peering tools or new software switches. These things, if they are based on standards, will swap
in and out. Our dial tone to SIPphone is completely open, to the point where we can change our
PSTN provider; we can mix and match PSTN providers; we can swap our conferencing system;
change our voice mailing; offer multiple voice mailing options—all of this basically at no cost to
our customers and at very little cost to us. Don’t forget, keep your system open, buy á la carte,
and for the love of God, don’t go buy some off-the-shelf giant enterprise solution or replace your
PBX. You are going to be killing yourself.

TRY PEERING

The next thing I want to you to remember is that a lot of people are thinking of Voice Over IP and
what they are going to do with their internal phone system and then they look into the potential
advantages down the road of external communication. But your company can take advantage of
VoIP today through what is called peering. Peering is simply uniting your Voice Over IP network
with other Voice Over IP networks, assuming you use standards. It’s quick and easy. For
example, last week we concluded a partnership with the “UC” system, the largest public school
system in the United States with ten campuses across California. All ten campuses can now call
any SIPphone user anywhere in the world for free and vice versa. 

Furthermore, all ten campuses can call each other for
free now where before they had not been able to. So
traffic moves from campus to campus and in and out

“Companies can take advantage
of VoIP today through peering.” 
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of the SIPphone network for free. And we did this all for under a $1000 in hardware per campus.
So for a very low amount, with an open source operating system called Linux, an open source
application (basically a soft switch called Asterik from a company called Digium), and the
SIPphone System (which uses the iptel.org system and the SER (SIP Express Server) router
system, we can tie all these standard based systems together on a network to allow them to
exchange phone calls for free, using standard Internet, public Internet space. It’s amazing. The
UC system alone will save tens of thousand if not millions of dollars next year as a result.

Another great thing about peering is that like those networks business contact networks, for
example, Linkster or Linkedin, you are also connected with the peers of those you peer withl Your
company gets access to the peers of your peers ad infinitum, if that makes sense. It’s sort of how
many degree of separation are you? If American Airlines is peering with Delta Airlines, and Swiss
Airlines commences a partnership with Delta, Swiss gets to peer American Airlines as part of the
deal, as a bonus. So you can see that your network of available free calling in the pure IP world
grows exponentially as people peer and peer and peer. 

Some day we will have a solution that is clean as what we use today for the Internet, a system
called DNS (Domain Naming System) which is what we use to find websites. We will have
probably this system called ENUM , but in the short term, today, your company can begin peering.
In fact, if you want to get access to our 2 million person peered network - call us up and we will
teach you how to peer and it will take literally less than a day. We peered with the UC System in
a couple of days. Within a year the set up will be even faster. You will be able to click a button
on a web page and peer to systems in seconds.

FINAL APPEAL

Here is my advice: In the short term, go back to your place and get a very cheap soft switch,
whether it’s from Iptel.org or Asteriks or whomever. Add it to your PBX and add a gateway, a
Voice over IP gateway. Like this you’ll get to experiment with Voice Over IP, you get to play with
it. Maybe you peer up a couple of networks like ours or others in Europe. You are going to start
learning a lot and hopefully it will keep your mind open rather than accepting these sort of off-the-
shelf and very expensive enterprise solutions being pushed by Nortel and Cisco and the likes for
the next few months or years. In the old world it was all about hardware, in the new world it’s all
about software. 

Think open source! Think standard base! Avoid Microsoft! (I am compelled to say that since my
boss owns a desktop Linux company). Forget the Microsoft solutions. Forget the giant Cisco’s
and Nortels with only proprietary standards. Buy equipment that uses open standards and force
your vendors to work in a multi-vendor environment. Oh, and do it on software—use servers,
don’t use switches. Be aware of the solutions from the old guard. This is the key. They know your
brain is working on the old metaphor and how you paid for this stuff. They want to take advantage
of this and show you solutions that look and feel like the old solutions. They are going to talk about
integration and interoperability; forget all that stuff. Yes you do need interoperability, but it’s not
as difficult as they are going to make it sound. Yes, you need some whizy, cool functionality with
security and the likes, but this is data. Data can be much more secure than the old system. So
don’t let them charge you $5 million for this or that or the other. 
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Look for start-ups; look at what they are doing; look at Skype, look at SIPphone, look how flexible
they are; how easy and organic their networks are growing; how cheap they are growing. They
can offer services for free and not go out of business. If you are not close to those types of
numbers in your company and you are looking at just a 50% saving from your PSTN world, you
have made a mistake by buying just an old guard player solution. 

Again, demand open standards! Demand a standards-based solutions!, Go hardware agnostic!
Be able to go down to any store, buy any server that’s runs Linux operating system and run your
own solution. If you have to buy specific hardware from a specific vendor, you’re in big trouble.
You are making the wrong decision. Look for open source stuff. If you are terrified of open
source, I can guarantee you, if you look into your server room you’re running a ton of Linux. If
you’re running all Microsoft you already blown through so much money, maybe you don’t care
about your Voice Over IP solution. 

And lastly: Peer! Get out there! Get advantage of Voice Over IP today and don’t wait for
tomorrow. Don’t use it as an internal only system. Go peer externally with networks. Go peer with
open networks that are for consumers even. Why not? Your employees are calling not only
colleagues and co-workers and competitors but also their family and friends and whomever. Yes,
you can peer with other companies but peer with the open networks as well. There is absolutely
no downside, except the expansion of your network. 

So again, don’t simply replace your old PSTN system, get in there, figure out what you need,
what your employees need, what your company needs and re-think it! Re-invent your system! If
you are replacing your old PSTN you are going to loose a ton of money and you are going to miss
a huge opportunity. 
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Interview – Thought Leader

> Mark Helfenstein, Country Manager Switzerland, Cisco Systems

Cisco dominates the market for data routing, and has been investing a lot
in Voice-over-IP. What is Cisco's view of VoIP?
We have indeed done a lot to contribute in making the technology mature.
We started working on VoIP five years ago and acquired a company active
in that market, and since then we have sold 3.5 million VoIP phones. We
are currently replacing 8000 PBX lines per day with VoIP solutions from
Cisco. 

When a startup takes the stage and says, “Cisco
is great but their products cost ten times more
than what we can provide”, how do you react?
First of all, you have to distinguish between
professional and private usage. Individuals have a
strong motivation for adopting VoIP – it can be
free. Well, almost, you still pay for Internet access, but there is virtually no cost on top of that.
“Free” doesn't guarantee you quality of service, though. In a professional setting we have a
very different situation: you need 100 percent uptime and a secure environment. Imagine a
bank: if the data network fails for even just a few minutes, it can cost a fortune. So they need
networks that are reliable, and they are used to having very reliable networks based on PBX,
which is a mature and stable technology. And that comes at a price.

How important is it to guarantee backwards compatibility?
Very important. It goes even further than that. Right now in Switzerland 75 percent of all new
installations go into hybrid environments, where the old PBX is still in place and the new VoIP
technology is interconnected to it. For a certain time, say a few years, both systems will
interoperate. Then, over time, the customer will have the choice to switch completely to VoIP,

either step by step or in a single jump when the timing is right.

What's your forecast for the development of VoIP?
We expect that IP over time will be carrying 100 percent of
voice communication.

Reducing cost is of course a powerful driver of VoIP adoption. However, having a platform
that allows for the development of new services and features seems to be at least as
important a motivator. Do you already sense a demand for that, or are cost considerations
still driving VoIP adoption?
A couple of years ago, the major or only issue was cost. Consultants were going into
companies and saying: if you switch to VoIP you will save 30 to 60 percent of your overall
telephony costs. In the meantime, we see customers more and more coming up with demands
for new applications.

How does Switzerland compare to other countries in VoIP adoption?
We are about in line with what we see in the rest of Europe. VoIP represents roughly 5
percent of the total Cisco revenues worldwide, and that figure is pretty much true for
Switzerland as well.
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Interview – Thought Leader

> René Burgener, VP Business Channel, Orange

What's happening in the wireless sector concerning VoIP?
There is a lot of ongoing activity
targeted at identifying whether VoIP
represents a threat or an opportunity.
Right now it is very difficult for
wireless operators to justify
additional investments on top of those already made for UMTS. But they are

aware that particularly in urban areas VoIP may threaten their position – and those are key
markets in terms of revenues.

Are some countries ahead of others in wireless VoIP?
I don't sense significant differences among European countries. There is more activity in the USA
and in the Far East, particularly in China.

There was a feeling that competition among operators based on price had reached its end point
and that we were about to see them compete on innovation and services. VoIP seems now to
put price yet again at the centre of the mobile competitive landscape.
Each country has a different regulatory environment, and that influences how competition shapes
up. In Switzerland for example the “price war” has happened in landline telephony but has yet to
take place in wireless. VoIP in this sense is just an additional issue.

Is there a demand from corporate customers for wireless VoIP services? 
Occasionally there is demand. I would actually have expected a more rapid
adoption. It has to do with the location of telephony in the corporate
organization. If the responsibility is with the facilities management, you won't
see any demand: people think that they are safe with the current infrastructure
(they are not, of course). If it resides with the IT department, then VoIP is
exactly what they want: they think in terms of re-engineering processes, of
making it more cost-effective to communicate, in providing the company with

the best and most flexible services, and are generally moving towards all-IP harmonization. In these
cases, there are already some substantial projects being developed. 

When you look a few years ahead, how do you see the corporate communication environment evolve?
There is a big difference between small and medium companies and large companies with
international reach. SMEs in Switzerland are likely to adopt VoIP technology for in-house use, to
leverage their investments in LAN and computing systems. Large corporations will instead use a
mix of communication means, of which VoIP will be only one.

Is it safe today for a company to switch to VoIP in terms of security, reliability, and stability?
I don't see any risk in using VoIP internally, as long as it is correctly implemented. But as soon as
you connect your network to the public Internet, then there are threats that need to be identified
and addressed. I don't mean that the danger is dramatically different, but you are no longer
controlling the infrastructure and have therefore to trust operators and other players.

When you mention a name such as Skype within your company, what is the reaction?
Four weeks ago our CEO didn't even know the name Skype. Then I introduced it to him, and
showed him also a local Swiss version marketed by e-fon. I think I can say that he was shocked
by the potential implications and immediately started an internal project to evaluate the possible
impact on our future planning and budgeting.
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